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I. INTRODJJCTION 
A. Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investi~ate the 
area of on-the-job communications as it exists in the En-
gineering Depa!'tment of The New England Corpoxoation. 
Specifically the study will attempt to show what confronts 
management today in running its business fX'om the view-
. point of administrative cormnunications. :. It is no small 
field, and its importance cannot be ovexoemphasized. 
It is regrettably txoue that at a time when 
the ·means of communications have xoeached 
their ~reatest development, there is less 
intelligibility in communications between 
individuals and groups than at any stage 
in oul' histoxoy. I . 
Why is this so? 
Dul:'ing the· progress of the study, the writer will 
attempt to show some of the prob1.ems involved: problems 
due to size and natuxoe of. the organization, those due to 
lack of training, and those due primarily to misunder-
standings. All of these are threats to communication be~ 
tween management and its workers. As the editoxos of 
Fortune Magazine put it, 
If business has a new ·motto, "Conmru.nioate 
or Founder" would seem to be it. 2 
"The fact that out- ability to communicate has not 
7 
kept pace with ou~ technical advancement and the growth of 
ou~ indust~y is well known." 3 ·. Businessmen gene~ally 
:t>ecognize also that nForme~ mistakes by management, whethe~ 
in ~elation to ••• wo~ke~s or existing only as 'folk-lore', 
often p:t>ove a serious obstacle to current understanding." 4 
In this connection, the study will attempt to discuss some 
possible causes of commu~icatiort p:t>oblems, and in so doing, 
~efe~ences will be made to an attitude survey. With the 
results of the su~vey obtained: by special permission of the 
Statistician's Office of The New England Corporation placed 
in front of the reader, it may be possible to indicate what 
is the general feeling of the · Engine·ering. Depa~tment. Are 
communications up to par, and do the engineel's themselves 
receive everythinp.; they feel necessary to run their jobs 
effectively? 
Mention will be made of the social sciences and 
the ~portant pa~t they play in the requ~ements of running 
a business today. The practical aspects are not separable 
from the human aspects. Benjamin M. Selekman in his book 
A Moral Philosophy for Mana.~ement has this to say: 
It is an oversimplification to observe that 
the tendency has been to keep concern with 
the practical everyday functioning of busi~ 
ness completely apart from concern with 
ultimate values. Although many men have not 
made this separation, and others have done 
so only half-heartedly, it is neve:t>theless 
true that most business me~and indeed most 
academic economists, have spoken, written,. 
and behaved as if these two concepts we~e 
8 
worlds apart. They are not; and one deeply 
involved in business management knows they 
are not and. cannot be.. 5 · 
A business executive today has to be familiar 
with the behavioral disciplines both political and social· 
in order to carry out effectively the requirements of his 
evei-yday business.. l?olitical Science, perhaps, "should be 
expected to contribute most to the administrative phases of 
business activity. For essentially, a corporation execu-
tive is entrusted with the government of a human institu-
tion. u 6 In his role as a leader the executive is both a 
lawmaker and a law executor as he dispenses justice and 
equity. It is this dual capacity of the executive that 
makes communications so ·important in the business admini..o 
stration field.. Later in the study, other interrelation-
ships of groups and individuals as affected by either good 
or inadequate communication will be brought out. 
Communication, as studied by the social scientists 
like Elton Mayo, has been the subject of much research, and 
· many polls have been taken and surveys made. Each survey 
is different, and perhaps the results are not always very 
positive in pointing out the way management should go with 
their communication programs. People are different, and 
. . . 
the application of the other social sciences is necessary 
when dealing. with them. These social sciences, "psycho-
logy, sociology,. and anthropology may best be considered 
9 
under human relations, the term which has been given to the 
growing field of human behavior in industry"; '? however 
.they also have their field of application in communication, 
as will be pointed out later in the study. 
B. Hawthorn Experiments 
The problem of communication has long been an im-
portant part of any company's human relations oi! personnel 
program. One of the first important steps in recognizing 
that the human problem and that of communication.had an 
effect on production, happiness, etc. were the so-called 
Hawthorn Experiments. "These reports constituted the first 
systematic exploration of human behavior in the work en-
vironment." 8 And it was in these experiments that 
the concept of the social system, with its 
corollaxoy of the informal social organiza-
tion, was introduced from anthropology. 
Failuxoe of communication in industry was 
identif~ed as a majoxo problem among manage-
ment personnel, between management and the 
rank and file at the work·bench, and be-
tween those at the work bench and supeX"-
vision. 9 
., 
In theory at least, · "administxoative communication 
is dedicated to the central task of increasing ·the efficien-
cy of business, whetheX" it is pxoivate business, government 
business, or union business". 10 But, how to increase the 
efficiency? What is· management's responsibility to its 
workers? · How much should be spent on· .communications? 
10 
These are very ~portant questions and are closer to being 
answered t oda.y than at previous times. Research has im-
proved. Managements have assumed the humanistic approach. 
But still, --
how far to go with the new insights provided 
. by social science. For example, does industry 
bear the responsibility to make its employees 
.. happy? 0!' to help them make a satisfactol'y 
adjustment to life and its problems? Could 
it do so, even if it wished? 11 
The problem is universal and takes different forms. 
Within the various nations also, as our 
industrial civilization has developed, 
there has been an increasing difficulty of 
direct communication between specialized 
gi'oups. The outstanding instance of this 
defect is the group of acute issues be-
tween management.s and workers~ 12 
It is this area between management and workers that this 
study will attempt to explore. And although engineers are 
almost universallyassociated with management because of 
the nature of their work, they will be considered as the 
workers tar the purpose of the study. 
Just to point out the interest in administrative 
communications and the constant endeavor to ri~t some 
wr_ongs that may exist, the writer quotes below from an 
article appearing in Advanced Management.·· The article was 
entitled "Survey Shows Poor Comnru.nication Wastes Enp;ineer-
ing Manpower".. It read as follows: 
11 
In a natio~wide survey o~ 350 industrial 
companies employing some 50,000 engineers, 
· by the National Society o~ Pro~ess ional 
Engineers, the ~ollowing was published in 
a 48 page report. 
The report points out that only 34% o~ the 
companies have any planned progrwn o~ in-
~ormation and indoctrination to prepare 
engineers ~or ~uture management leadership. 
This lack o~ adequate communication between 
company managements and their engineers is 
depriving industry o~ potential leaders. 
The survey report shows that 88% o~ the 
~irms questioned seek the opinions and 
suggestions o~ their engineering people. 
However, nearly hal~ o~ the companies 
stated that they were not satis~ied with 
their pX'esent methods of communication. 13 
This suX'vey, and others like it, place emphasis 
on the ~act that probl~s do exist in the field o~ admini-
stX'ative communication. It is the wX'iter's intent to ex• 
plore the pX'oblem, and to discuss both possible X'easons ~or 
the problem and possible solutions to it. 
Here peX'haps is a good place to give some in~or­
mation concerning the writer, who has worked with the 
Engineering Department o~ The New England Corporation ~oX' 
about ~ive years. ThX'ough his woX'k experience he has been 
exposed to some o~ the various phases o~ administrative 
communication, while the X'esearch associated with this the,.. .. 
sis has provided ~ormation on other phases. Both the work 
experience and the material read and discussed have been 
used to allow the writer to attempt a comparison with other 
companies and industries •. This i~ormation about the 
12 
. 
writer's background may be helpful in evaluating this 
study. 
0. Def'init ions 
Important to .this study is perhaps a definition 
of' communication. Many definitions have been set forth, 
and a f'ew of them are listed below: 
1. Administrative communication - the com-
bining of social communication and ad-
minist:rat ion - ·. is distinguished by its 
.concern with cel'tain activities, de-
vices, mate:rials, techniques, and types 
of info:rmation. 
By communication we mean here the b:road 
field of human interchange or thoughts 
.and opinions, and not the technologies 
of telephone, telegraph, :radio, and the 
like. 14 · 
2. Administrative communication is a form 
of social communication in which there 
are always five elements: 
A Communicator (a. speaker, sender, issuer) 
who 
Transmits (says,· sends, issues) 
Stimuli (messages, orders, reports) 
to a 
Oommunicatee (addressee, respondent, 
audience) 
to modify the behavior of' the 
communicatee, as seen in his 
Response (reply, reaction) t.5 
3. Communication is the chain of understand-
ing that inte~rates an organization from 
top to bottom,. from bottom to. top, and . 
13 
from side to side. 16 
Albert Schweitzer had this to say: 
We wander through life in. a semi-darkness 
in which none of us can distinguish exactly 
the features of his neighbor; only from 
time to time, through some experience that 
we have with our companion, or through some 
remark that he passes, he stands, for a 
moment, close to us, as though illumined by 
a flash of lightning. 17 
"Perhaps this is as good a description of what 
communication is, and means, and makes happen, as we are 
likely to find." 17 And again -in the broad tield of 
communication itself we have various types, one of which is 
face-to-face communication. This type, above all others, 
is the most effective: 
Interpersonal communication through the 
spoken word is the highest art of communi-
cation. A man can labor over a written 
communication, if he wishes, until it re-
veals very little of himself or his true 
feelings; or he can delegate it completely 
to someone else. But face~to-face communi-
cation is quite another matter. 
A man simply cannot talk to other people 
without affecting them in one way or 
another. If he can instill positive feel-
ings in other people, they are the better 
foX' having communicated. with h:iJn. If he 
happens to be a manager, and can do this, 
his own work will go mol'e smoothly and be 
more pl'oductive; and people will do better 
·work fol' him and fol' themselves. 17 
The definitions of communication mentioned above 
seem to treat the subject with the dignity and impol'tance 
14 
it deserves. Now, perhaps, the reader is aware of the 
issues involved. 
D. Importance of Communication 
That communication between men is a signi-
ficant Phenomenon need hardly be argued. 
It is 111ore than a straw in the wind when 
the National Association of Manufacturers, 
the editors of Fortune, and professors of 
Philosophy in the universities become 
explicit in their interest in .language and 
connnunication. 18 
The ever increasing numbers of speech professionals and 
those versed in general semantics, group dynamics, and non-
direct.ive counseling is proof that communication has taken 
its place in the field of research and study. Ways and 
means of. improving the lot of its workers are being sought 
by management to improve operating efficiency and morale. 
Many companies h.ave created communication <iepa.rtments. 
Communication consultants have sprouted throughout the land, 
and management is estimated to spend over $112 million a 
year on publication in this field alone.· 19 
Cause and· result relationships have been studied, 
and it is generally c·onceded that "good communication is 
requisite to good morale, and that poor communication 
causes poor morale". 20 Perhaps the morale factor alone has 
urged management to pursue solutions to their communication 
problems. As will be brought out later. in this study, the 
management of The New England Corporation is vitally in-
15 
terested in morale among its workers. They feel, and 
justifiably so, -that the workers are the company, and as 
such can do much to· improve the rrcompany image". Satis-
fied workers and satisfied customers can do much to in-, 
crease the efficiency of an organization. 
There is probably no need to discuss the im-
portance of the engineer and his contribution to business 
in general and society as a whole. Everything in the 
community, in the work are~, and at home seems to bring out 
this fact already. From the early beginning, with such 
feats as the ark built of gopher wood with one window and 
one door· and three floors, which floated for 150 days and 
was able to settle on_ MO'Ullt Ararat, 21 engineers have demon-
strated their ·contributions. With the advent of more and 
more technical progress, the engineer is in great demand, 
and he can ·help to shape society if ha is given the infer-
mation he needs to know. 
To indicate further just how much communication 
affects the administrator's evel:'yday problems, the follow-
ing description by Comstock Glasel:' of an administrator's 
day at the office is presented: · 
Let us walk into any large office without 
looking at the gold letters on the door, so 
that we do not know whether it. is an in-
surance company, a publ~shing house, or a 
government buX'eau.... HeX'e comes a messen-
ger boy loaded with papers and envelopes of 
all sizes. He daX'ts into a laX'ge room, and 
threads his way among the X'ows of clerks 
16 
sitting at desks and tables o~ bent ove~ 
file d~awe~s, until he comes to a cent~al 
stand on which a~e two boxes, one ma~ked 
"in", the othe~ "out"· The messenge~ 
d~opssome pape~s in the "in box, takes a 
few r~om the "ou'tf' box, passing some or the 
pape~s to the cle~ks, and some to the ~-. 
po~tant-looking gentleman in the ao~ne~, 
who has a b~ass name plate and th~ee tele-
phones on his desk. This pe~son digs at 
pape~s in his "in" box, sc~ibbling, and 
does his best to get them into his "out" 
box as quickly as possible. Eve~y few 
minutes one of his telephones ~ings, and 
sometimes all three ~ing at once, and in 
between he makes calls himself and converses 
with a steady flow of people who come up 
to ask him questions. Once in a while he 
gets called to the "r~ont office", and when 
he comes back there is a sheaf of little 
notes on his sp,indle, and a great pile o:f' 
· pape~s in his 'in" box. 22 
From the above, it should be obvious that the 
executive's ·day is a busy one. Each of his decisions is 
based on written material and that obtained :f'~om his 
"force" by other means o:f' communication. The New England 
Corporation is no diffe~ent • Its Enginee~ing Department 
handles voluminous media for transmitting info~mation up 
the line and down.the line. These media may be policy 
statements, letters, bulletins, directives, memoranda, 
notes and other written material. Or the transmission may 
be oral, r~om boss to worker or r~om worker to wo~ker. How 
it is w~itten, how easily it is understood, its length and 
other cha~acteristics all have a bearing on its effective-
ness as a method or communication. 
17 
E. \Vo!'k Done by Others 
There have been many research projects, opinion 
polls and attitude surveys covering the field of communi-
cation. So much work is being done on it today that one is 
constantly reading in management and personnel publications 
of the progress in the field. Virtually nothing gets done 
without some means of communication ~eing used. At first 1 
. in the days prior to Elton Mayo and his Hawthorn Experiment, 
not too mu:ch emphasis was placed_ on .the impol:'tance of the 
social sciences to the field of communication. Late~, how-
ever, Dr. Mayo 1 s important resea!'ch changed management 1 s 
approach to a very· perplexing problem. Dr. ·Mayo 1 s pioneer-
ing efforts .are very well known, but to acquaint the reader 
further .with his ideas on the subject of communication and 
the general relationship· of the social sciences, the writer 
quotes Dr. Mayo as f.ollows: 
In these days education has gone over -
often extravagantly - to the developments 
of technical skills and the appropl:'iate 
scientific bases for such skills. This 
would be excellent were it not for the 
fact that the universities have failed to 
develop an equiv&lent study of, and .in ... 
s'truction in, social skill. Students are 
taught logical and lucid expl:'ession; they 
are not taught that social skill begins in 
the art of provoking, and !'eceiving, com-
munications from others. The attitudes and 
ideas then communicated, by no means wholly 
logical, will serve to fo):tm th.e basis of a 
wider and more effective understanding. 23 
I.believe that social study should begin 
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with careful observation of what may be 
described as communication: that is, the 
capacity of an individual to communicate 
his feelings and ideas to another, the 
capacity of groups to communicate effec ... 
tively and int im.ately with each other. 
This problem is, beyond reasonable doubt, 
the outstanding defect that civilization 
is facing today. 24 
Research has indicated what most workers want to 
have in the way of communications concerning financial 
matters, information o.f .organiz~tional changes, and group 
social activities. While some require a lot of communica-
tion, there are others who do not require as much. Engin-
eers in particular are a group who have definite requisites. 
A recent survey has indicated that the .four chief interests 
o.f engineers are: 
1. Opportunity for advancement. 
2. Technical trends. 
3. Newproducts. 
4. EXpansion plans. 25 
It is perhaps obvious to the reader that at least 
three of these chief interests directly concern engineering 
phases of the business. If engineers are busily engaged in 
developing new products, then logicallY" it might be expected 
that they would be interested in information along these 
lines~ The same su~vey indicated also the four topics o.f 
lea~t interest to engineex-s as a group. They were: 
l• Corporate organization. 
19 
2. Sales and earnfngs • 
3. Sales promotion. 
4, Benefits and security. 25 
The reader will note that each of these cate-
gories is further removed from the engineering effort, but 
this of itself should not be sufficient reason to ~top 
communicating this info:t"mation. The su:t"vey indicated only 
that this information was ·of least interest .. 
As brought out in the survey, the key enginee:t"ing 
executive throughout industry was thought to be the Chief 
Engineer. "As the man in contact with top management on 
one hand and all the re.st of the engineerinp; employees on 
the other' he controls comnru.nications in both directions." 25 
Inall of the companies surveyed, personal dis-
cuss ion between the· engineers and their immediate supel:'-
visors was the pl:'edominant method of communicating both 
company policies and general information of company plans. 
All channels of communication were strictly adhered to, 
with each level passing information down to the next. 
All of this research done by others has "been 
carried on in an effort to get a better and more funda-
mental understanding of human relations ••• and how to ~prove 
them". 26 
F. Engineers 
As the reader should be aware of the particular 
20 
group that this study concex-ns, mention should be made of 
the engineers themselves. What is an engineer, and what 
s~ems to be his makeup'/ .. To give a little information 
about engineers, the writer has picked out a few defini-
tions and descriptive passages· which may help shed soma 
light. 
One such description seems a little slanted; 
nonetheless, it is quoted· below as one definition: 
An engineer is a guy who comes around and 
picks your bx-ain on the fine points of 
youx- job, then goes to your boss and gets 
his appxooval to come back in two weeks 
and tell you how to do your job. 27 
A definition that puts the engineer in the strict-
ly professional categoxoy ~a found ir.i. the Wage and Hour Laws 
as follows: 
His primary duty must consist o:f the per-
:fox-ma:nce of wo.tlk requiring knowledge o:f 
an advanced type in a field of science or 
learning customarily acqu~ed by a pro-
longed course of specialized intellectual 
instruct ion and study. • • • 28 
Now we have descxoibed two types. o:f engineex-s, and 
The New England Corporation Engineering Depal'tment does 
have_ them both, and many others •. The engineet-s are only 
part o:f a whole :field of employees generally described as 
technical employees. This category would include such 
people as scientists, engineers, and technicians. Benjamin 
21 
Selekman in his A Mo~al Philosophy f'o:tt Manasement.not only 
speaks_ of the importance of engineers but also mentions 
some of' the gene:ttal complaints of' this vast body of' man-
power. He. says : 
With advancing technology, these people 
are assuming an even·greatel:' importance in 
industry. The mode:ttn c o:ttpo:ttat ion must 
keep ab:tteast of' scientific discove:tties and 
be ale:ttt to batt el:' ways of making old pro-
ducts as well as-emerging new p:ttoducts. · 
Scientists and enginee:tt·s have been at a 
premium d~ing the past two decades. Yet, 
in spite of' the strategic position these 
men and women occupy, they a:tte :ttestless 
and discontented. In some companies they 
have formed unions. This may appear strange 
at first glance. Surely this g:ttoup should 
be closely identified with management. Al-
though they have ~eceived high starting 
sala:tties, a typical complaint one h~ars is 
that annual inc:tteases in salal:'y a~e too 
small; anothe:tt is that, in making promo-
tions to .higher positions, line men are 
p!'eferred to scientis_ts and enginee:tts who 
typically serve in a staff capacity; and 
still anothe:tt complaint is that, once 
hired, technical men are isolated in offices 
and labo~atories and become the fo:ttgotten 
men of the company. 29 
Some of' these points may be very t~ue, and have 
an impo~tant beaxaing on the gene:ttal attitudes of' the 
special g~oup of enginee~ing pexasonnel. This study of' 
course is concerned particula:ttly with the communications 
p~acticed in the_ Enginee~ing Depa!'tment of' The New England 
Co~poration. Maybe the othe!' problems ment1on~d above, 
however, have a bearing on communication and the attitudes 
of' the engineers towards the Company policy in furnishing 
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in:formation.o If-an engineering-employee has just been dis-
appointed in not receiving an expected promotion, and if he 
has not been informed as to the reasons, thel'e is a possible 
area ·where communication has broken down. But perhaps the-. 
engineer has not inquit>ed as to why he was npassed over" be-
cause he is afl'aid that the obvious· answer might hu:rt his 
ego. In this case, eonnnunication has not broken down, but 
rather the proper use of it was not made. In his short ex-
perience with Th:e New England Corp·oration the writer has 
noticed just such situations. The enginee!'s sometimes feel 
as though there was lack of communication when in reality 
.·the oppol'tunity to ask has been available. How can a com-
pany cope with an individual's "shyness"? Are businesses 
'1:\oday ·expected to f~l'nish· an unlimited amo¢1t of info:rma-
tion to its· employees hoping to be able to satisfy every-
one's needs? The w:rite:r does not believe so, and in fact 
has hea:rd statements to the effect that too much infol'ma-
tion is handed out all"eady. If one is absent from work due 
to illness, or away on a temporary work assignment for a 
week or so, he is· confronted with the· task of wading 
. through the pile of papers 'that· have accumulated in his ab-
sence. Perhaps the best soluti.on is to sift out the "im-
portant" informatipn for reading and study, and to pass 
along the rest •. Each recipient of a piece of connuunica-
tion must be able to do this· same nsiftingn, because what 
may be important to others is not so to him. Some initia-
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tive and decision is necessary in communication, just as in 
any other important field of business administration. 
G. The New England Corporation 
The New England Co:rporat ion is a large service 
organization operating in the New England area, and in its 
Engineering Department alone there are upwards of one 
thousand engineers. This figure does not include the vast 
numbers of clerical assistants needed for the complete oper-
ation, but applies only to the men. With this great number 
in the Engineering Department involved in doing the many 
day-to-day work routines, it may be .expected that communi-
cation could be a problem, especially so when the:tte is 
need for inter-communication between areas. To aid the 
reader in visualizing the makeup of The New England Cor-
poration, the chaxat marked "Exhibit I" has been pxaepared. 
Basically, it shows the whole company, and then a bxaeak-
down is provided to indicate the channels of communication 
in the Engineexaing Department. 
As can be seen from the organization chart, there 
are five operational areas, each area operating as a com-
pletely self contained.unit headed up by a qenexaal Manager .. 
Each Q-eneral Manager is responsi't?le for his area's results 
in the way of performance, including sales, return on in-
vestment, maintenance routines, and. all the varied aspects 
of operating a service unit.. Reporting to the General Mana-
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EXHIBIT I 
ORGANIZATION 
OF 
THE NEW ENGLAND CORPORATION 
Head Engr. 'Head Engr. 
Dept. 1 Dept. 2 
r::----, 
1 General 1-------.J 
.L ~taff _J 
"A" Dist • 
. Engr. 
Head Eng!'. 
Dept. 3 
"B" Dist. 
Engr. 
Head Engr. 
Dept. 4 
"C" Dist. 
Eng!'. 
Project 
Engr. 
LINE - STAFF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANNELS OF. COOO~NIOATION 
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ger are the various department heads, and for purposes of 
simplicity, numerals are used to designate the different 
departments. On the sane level as the department heads are 
the Divisional Chief' Engineers, who have complete charge of 
their respective Divisions in all of the engineering func-
tions. The engineering functions are four in number and 
are carried out by four distinctly separate groups. Any 
one job, however, may involve several groups and depart-
ments, each contributing their special services to the com~ 
J?lete job. To do thi_s requires much communication, in-
cluding written material, telephone conversation, face-to-
face talks, conferenqes, memoranda, and just about all the 
types of communication used in conducting the everyday 
business of similar companies no matter what. their line of 
endeavor. 
Purposely, the writer has attempted to simplify 
the organizational set-up, as its intent is only to por-
tray the general line.and staff structure of The New Eng-
land Corporation• Most levels within the Engineering De-
partment have· their staff counterparts either in the Gen-
eral Department or within their own organization. These 
staff units are available for research or assistance on any 
project which the line organization feels requires some 
additional help. The flow of Cbmm.Unication may be up-down, 
down-up, or sideways. N9r is it always confined within the 
Engineering Department, as there is close cooperation with 
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other departments when needed. Mr. T. s. D' Amb ola in his 
thesis entitled "Foundation for the Development of Sound 
Employer-Employee Relationship 11 feels very strongly that 
the type of organization is very important. to the well-being 
of a company. He says.:. 
The organizational ar.ttangement of a com-
pany should be given consideration, for 
there are many personnel problems p:oesent-
ly confronting industries that have 
evolved as a result of unsatisfactory 
organizational aspects of the company. 
~v.hen considering the type of organiza- . 
tional structure to be used, it is well to 
bear in mind that the structure should be 
kept as simple as possibl·e with a minimum 
number of supervisory and executive levels 
between top management and the workers. 
If there is misunderstanding about indivi-
duals or departmental authority and re-
sponsibility. between·individuals and or-
ganizational units, people cannot wo!'k 
effectively. 30 · 
What Mr.; D•Ambola says is quite true, and many 
companies have shifted their personnel around to simplify 
the organizational makeup. Supervisory jobs were discon-
tinued, and the remaining supe.ttvisory positions were given 
greater responsibility with more direct reporting people. 
Later in the study the writer plans to discuss some other 
companies' efforts along these lines. 
More and more emphasis is placed .on the indi-
vidual workers in an oxaganization. And this comes about 
because of' the early research projects .conducted by Dr. 
Elton Mayo in the late 1920's and early 1930's. 
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The Twentieth Centu~y Fund Committee sums up this 
change as follows: 
••• The wage ea~ne~ is revealed not as an 
individual, but as a dependent unit in a 
"community who seeks first of all security 
and then wants to be treated 'like a human 
being' and who yearns for simple, genuine 
human dignity." 30 
Most companies realize that the~e is a price tag 
on good personnel relations and that the achievement of 
this relationship ~equires good channels of communication. 
A good "o~ganizati'on of the workers in a system of repre-
sentation is essential to such communication •••• " 30 
Vfuat is the present organizational set-up of The 
New :England Corporation and how are their communications? 
This question will be answered presently, but it may be 
helpful first to int~oduce a little information on what 
steps The New England Corporation is taking to keep ab.t-east 
of its ~esponsibilities. 
In a recent meeting of one of the Corporation's 
public-personnel committees, the following was incorporated 
as a part of .the 1960 year 1 s program. It was stated that 
steps should be taken to: 
Determine by questionnaire what our per-
sonnel want to know about our business. 
In this area request information as to 
what questions their friends or others ask 
them on their off-the-job contacts. Also 
might be considered here, employee infer-
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mation advising them of what department to 
call to get an answer they could not pro-
vide. 31 
One finds that most ol?ganizations cannot afford 
to minimize the impoxatance of. good pel?sonnel !'elations as 
obtained th:t>ough effective connnunication. It is thl?ough 
the employees also that a good "company im.ageu is pictured, 
or a pool? one. 
Often the p:t>oblem a_:t>ises not. "whatrr to communi-
cate but "hown. This same committee bl?Ought out the fact 
that the methods used to disseminate infol?mat ion on any sub-
ject to the val?ious personnel _constituted the majol? problem, 
and present communications were admitted to be inadequate 
at particular locations ... 31 
H. Importance of Physical Location . 
The pnysical location of the engineers has much 
to do with the ease of communication or the lack of it. 
Sometimes it is necessary to have all the al?eas repol?t to a 
central location for a conference. This involves much co-
oxadination·and passing of information to all concerned. 
Sometimes, to prepare a lal?ge conference on an outstanding 
project requil?es months of preparation gathering all the 
pe:t>tinent data and notifying everyone. By and lal?ge, when 
the o:ttganization was established, all the membe:tts of the 
same divisions were located as close together a_s possible. 
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If a building were available to house a complete division, 
the departments were located so as to be handy to those 
with whom their daily business was conducted. Most of the 
time this was done, but occasionally a division was split, 
with half of it in one building and half in another. As 
the reader might expect, communication worked out best when 
all the members of the team were located in the same build-
ing. 
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II. SURVEYS 
A.. Attitude SurveY: 
Inasmuch as the area for study is Communications 
in the Engineering Department, the writer' inquired if some 
data were available concerning the attitude surveys which 
wel'e recently completed. Not only was it available, but 
the Statistician's Office of The New England Corporation 
spent a great deal of time giving the writer the necessary 
assistance to gather the infol'mation sought. It was a 
general management attitude survey of which communication 
was a pal't. What the t>urvey covered is illustrated in 
Exhibit II, and the purposes and results of the Survey 
will be discussed a little later. 
Following Exhibit II is Table I which lists the 
six questions that wel'e asked in the Communications scale, 
wnich is the fourth item in Ex:hibit II. Similal'ly, the 
other categories in Exhibit Il such as General Management 
Attitude, Company, Coopel'!ation, Tl:'aining, etc. wel:'e covel:'ed 
by pertinent questions. Howevel'! only the results of the 
Survey which affected communications will be included in 
this study. 
The list of quest ions asked in the Attitude Sul'-
vey as shown in Table I includes all open type questions; 
that is, questions which al'e not answered catego:rically with 
a yes or no, but l'!ather may be answered with responses such 
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·EXHIBIT II 
·Wu\NAGEMENT SURVEY RESUIIT'S - SEPTEMBER 1959 
Area 
Division 
District . 
Department 
INDEX 
ao 90. 100 110 120 
General ~anage-
ment Attitude 
Company 
Cooperation 
Communications 
Training 
Ident if'icat ion 
with' Management 
Job 
Effectiveness 
Supervision 
Authority 
Opportunity 
for Growth 
Salary 
Administration 
Acceptance of · 
Measuxaement 
Quality of' 
Customer Service 
TABLE I 
LIST OF COMMUNICATIONS QUESTIONS 
ASKED ON MANAGEMENT ATTITUDE SURVEY TAKEN ON SEPrEMBER 1959 
BY THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF THE NEw ENGLAND CORPORATION 
Q •. 
Q. 
Q. 
1. How often does your supervisor discuss with you 
company policies. and. general information about 
the business other than everyday job problems? 
2. How much does your supervisor encourage you to 
discuss your views on general matters relating 
to the busines~, other than everyday job 
pr ob lams? :. . · 
3. How good a job is being done in explaining to 
you and your fellow supervisors what the com-
pany's policies are and the reasons f'or them? 
4. · Are yoU given all the information you would 
like to have about· the company? 
5.How do you. f'eel about the speed or promptness 
with which you get an answer when you ask a 
question about t~e business? 
~ 
6.. What kind of' a · Job do you think your company is 
doing in giving supervisors an understanding of' 
the business'? 
Note: Same questions were asked on surveys taken in 1955, 
1957 and 1959 • 
. Source: Statistician's Office of' The New England 
Corporation. 
as the following, with the weighting indicated: 
very of'ten 
quite of'ten 
sometimes 
not at all 
no answer 
Weighting 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
With this weighting, it is pos-sible to get an _average 
point score for each question, or f'or the composite of the 
quest ions, by areas, departments, or other categories,_ re-
f'erred to any convenient base. For purpose of sim.plifica.-
.tion the writer has chosen to use the index form of! com-
parison where everything is referred to the base which is 
100. Fol:' example, an index of 90 ·for Al:tes. "A" would indi-
cate that the average point .. score fol:' A:l:tea "Art was only 
90% of what the base l:'ef'el:'ence obtained. Suppose, for ex-
ample, the Engineering Department was to be compared to the 
Company-All Department figures as a base. Assuming the En-
gineering Department score as 80 and the Company-All Depart-
ment score as 90? then the Engineering Department index 
would be :g or appr~ximate~y 89%. 
The writer would also like to say something about 
-the effectiveness qf' communication and what one should look 
for in the wa'y o:f' good communication, as well as how to 
find out if' a company does have adequate information going 
up and d·own the line. 
In an article entitled "How \tVell Do You Pass the 
Word Along?" the author, Paul R. Beall, says: 
Communic:ation •.•• :refers to communication 
that is effective because it influences 
people; it influences their attitudes, 
understanding, ··or conduct .• 
Self-expression is :rarely the primary 
purpose of an execut iva's speech or 
writing.... His connn.unic:ative purpose is 
usually to get others to act -- to believe, 
understand, .and to do. And this. activa-
ting variety depends on the fourfold in-
teradependency as follows: 
1. Effective communication must 
:relate to the satisfaction of 
needs. 
2. • ... must be sincere .and open. 
3. • •• must b.e an active and not a 
passive process. 
4. • •• must follow the selection and 
use of appropraiate channels. 32 
Perhaps the :reader would agree that if communi-
cation did fulfill all of the raequirements set forath by M:r. 
Beall, then it would be effective communication. What, 
then, if the program does not measure up to the standards 
of effective communication? What should management expect? 
Would the company learn of general dissatisfaction unex-
pressed o:r expressed by means of an attitude survey? Dr. 
Mayo has said that "the failure of free communications be-
tween management and workers in modern large-scale industry 
leads inevitably to the exercise of caution by the working 
group until such time as it knows clearly the range and 
meaning of changes imposed f.ttom above. n 33 
Now we have. set f'o.ttth what might be expected as 
essentials of effective communication and also the conse-
quences of poo.tt ineffective communication• But what is the 
expressed policy of The New England Co.ttpo.ttation? The 
w.ttite.tt obtained a copy of a Public Pe.ttsonnel Relations 
P.ttog.ttam Bulletin for 1959 entitled "Understanding of Our 
Responsibilities". This Bulletin was published by The New 
England Corporation for the Boston area of' Massachusetts, 
and excerpts are quoted below to show the emphasis which has 
been placed on getting the informat.ion to the workers. 
Understanding of our Personnel Res pons ibilit ies · 
The key to success in achieving better under-
standing of our· Service, Community Relations 
and Earnings responsibilities lies inhow well 
we understand and meet our Personnel responsi-
bilities. For, despite increasing mechaniza-
tion this business is and will continue to be 
a business of people - many people. And our 
people depend on the business and the busi-
ness must depend on the!ll· 
In essence, our Personnel responsibilities 
can only be fully met if our employees un-
derstand our objectives, have firm convict ions 
that our objectives are righ'f!.~: and develop a. 
zeal and enthusiasm for achieving them. That 
this is a never-ending responsibility is ob-
vious. . And it requires consciousness of the 
needfor understanding the "why" of each step 
we take as well as the nwhat". Without this, 
neither pride in .no!' loyalty to the Company 
can result. 
The real benefit of meeting our Pe~sonnel re-
sponsibilities lies in the development of an 
aggressive confidence that we can achieve the 
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objective we seek, despite constantly 
changing situations and new problems. 
What Employees Want and Need to Know 
In 1959, committees are urged to seek new 
and better ways of bringing clearer un-
derstanding of all Phases of our business 
to all employees. J.ust as ~portant, 
they should find out what employees want 
and need to know,. and determine areas of 
misunderstanding. Once found, a forth-
right approach to getting the information 
and interpreting it clearly and sincerely 
should be. followed. With such an approach, 
the scheduled joint meet :i.ngs of the Area 
or Division committees with District or 
Local groups can be most effective in 
opening a freer two-way channel of com-
munication. 
As part of this program, frank and open 
interdepartmental discussions of many 
personnel policies and practices can 
serve to create understanding. In addi-
tion, it is the hope that constructive 
suggestions for improvement will result. 34 
To follow up further on the indicated program 
concerning communications, the writer obtained a few 
statements for the year 1960. Under the general heading 
"Our People are Important", The New England Corporation had 
this to say of their Public-Personnel Relations Policy: 
Much of our success in having a good Com-
pany ~age depends on conducting a sound 
Personnel Relations Program, and the fol-
lowing considerations are offered to 
supervision as means by which they can 
create the necessary atmosphere. 
Among other things, the supervisor must: 
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••• develop a trueundel:'standing of each 
employee's l:'esponsibility toward the cus-
tomer and the Company. . 
••• establish ari ail:' of confidence which 
encourages his. people to ask fol:' informa-
tion, and -to·express their opinion • 
• • • keep his people informed of Company 
policies, practices and objectives • 
••• faste:tt knowledge of' -and confidence 
in - the pl:'oduct • 
• • • understand our working arrang·ements and 
union _agreements .and appl:'eciate theil:' in-
tent and interpl:'etation. 35 
The above, then, is a compilation of The New Eng-
land Corpol:'ation' s stated policy as to what they intend to 
do to keep theil:' people infol:'med, and how higher management 
expects each level of supel:'vision to pal:'ticipate in and 
suppo:ttt the Company's pl:'ogxram. How did the progl:'am wol:'k? 
The following pages, Tables II, III, IV, and V, present the 
results of the Survey, after which follows a discussion of 
the results. 
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TABLE II 
MANAGEMENT ATTITUDE SURVEY RESUIJr S 
OF COMMUNICATIONS SCALE 
(Composite of ~ix Questions) 
For years 1955, 1957' 1959 
OF THE NEW/ ENGLAND CORPORATION 
Index 
Group 1955 1957 1959 Base 
-
Company-Engin- Company-
eer ing Dept • 90 84 78 All Depts. 100 
A:rea #1 
Company-
105 99 99 Engr. Dept. 100 
Division #1 96 119 134 ff n ff 100 
Division #2 116 94 103 
" 
rt tt 100 
District #1* 105 n If n 100 
District #2~~ 74 ff n fJ 100 
Division #3 104 94 96 nn ft tr 100 
Area #2 92 90 84 n If If 100 
Area #3 90 97 84 n n tf 100 
Area #4 142 110 140 tt tJ 
" 
100 
'> 
Area #5 108 129 103 n ft " 100 
~E-Da.ta. not available for<· years 1955 and 1957. 
Sour<ce: Statistician's Office 
of The New England Corpor<ation 
TABLE III 
MANAGEMENT. ATTITUDE SURVEY RESUIII'S 
OF INDIVIDUAL Q.UESTIONS ON COMMUNICATIONS 
Fo~ years 1955, 1957, 1959 
OF THE NEW ENGLAND CORPORATION , . 
ComEany-Enginee~in~ DeEt• .Com12ani-All DeEa~tments 
% Favorable Ras;2onse ~,Favorable ResEonse 
Question 1955 ~ 1959 1955 1957 1959 
- - -
#1 65% 60% 54% 71% 68% 65% 
#2 44 37 32 52 48 45 
#3 54 46 41 . 64 60 56 
#4 86 80 73 86 83 80 
·#5 73 63 54 77 71 66 
#6 62 57 51 67 63 59 
Source: Statistician's Office 
of The New England Corporation 
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TABLE IV 
MANAGEMENT ATTITUDE SURVEY RESUI.II'S 
OF COMMUNICATIONS SCALE 
(Composite of Six ~uest1ons) 
Fo~ the Yea~ 1959 
OF THE NEW ENGLAND CORPORATION 
By Catego~1es: 
Length of Se~v1oe 
Yea~s in Management 
Comp~n:r - Eng1neetaing Depa.!'tment (Men Only) 
Length of Se~v1oe Index** Yrs. in Management 
' 
0 
-
5 Y~s. ?5 0 
-
1 Y~s •. 
5 - 10 ff . 90 1 - 3 If 
10··- 15 tf ?1 3 5 If 
15 - 20 If ?0 5 
- 10 fl 
20 
- 25 JJ 91 10 - 15 " 
25 
- 30 " 84 15 - 20 " 
30 
- 35 " 98 20 - 25 
.rr 
35 and over 122 25 and oveta 
No Answeta (39) No Answe~. 
Total En.g .. Dept.· 84 Total Eng. Dept. 
*?~ Base : 100 : Company - All Departments (Men Only) 
( ) Number of No Answer Responses. 
· sou~oe: · Statistician• s Office 
of The New England Oo~po~at1on 
85 
. 58 
?0 
84 
96 
122 
115 
142 
84 
·TABLE V 
MANAGEMENT ATTITUDE SURVEY RESUIJrS 
OF COMMUNICATIONS SCALE 
(Composite of Six Questions) 
Fo~ the Yea~ 1959 
OF THE. NEW. ENGLAND CORPORATION 
By Catego~ies: Level 
Education. 
Company - Enginee~ing Department (Men Only 
Level Index**. ·.Education 
2nd Level. 
Sub Dist~ict 
District 
.Total Line 
Staff 
~08 
93 
94 
--
94 
Sub District 76 
District 137 
Total Sta:f':f' 84 
No Answer (77) 
Total Department 84 
Gramma~ School 
Some High School 
High School Graduate 
Some College · 
College Graduate 
No Answel' 
. Total Eng. Dept. 
** Base : 100 : Company - .All Departments (Men Only) 
( ) Numba!t' of No Answel' Responses. 
Source: Statistician's O:f':f'ice 
of The New England Co!t'poration 
Index~~ 
130 
96 
79 
74 
97 
(73) 
84 
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B. Attitude Surveys - General Information 
A lit~le l:;lackground information on surveys and 
attitudes.will indicate to the reader how they are used in 
' 
industry today. Much has been written.on what these sur-
veys can or cannot do. Some W!'ite!'s use them consistently 
and "swear by". thei!' effectiveness. Othe!'s use them with 
much ca.ution. Whe!'e s;u!'veys have been made and what they 
have indicated is opened to study by the reader. For the 
most part, the surveys used as examples deal with communi-
cations and perhaps may be used as a basis to judge the re-
sults of The New .England,Corporati~on's survey. 
William Foote Whyte presents a good description 
of the survey type :questionnaire and how it is used. In. 
his Man and Organization he s~ys: 
For sorne years, the questionnaire has been 
the primar-y• instrwnent in sociological re-
sea!'ch. Certain theoretical consequences 
f'low from .the use· of this method. Let us 
see what the method does and does not do. 
The questionnaire focuses on the attitudes 
(or sent im.ents ••• ) of' aggregates of' people. 
Dealing with the respons~ to a single ques-
tion o!' to a cluster .of inte:rtrelated ques-
tions, you can WO!'k out the f'ollowing CO!'-
r.elat ions : . 
1. Attitude A· with Attitude' B •. 
2. Attitude A with backg:rtound 
charact.eristics of respondent, 
such as sex, age, seniority, 
and so on. · 
3. Attitude A with reported be-
havior of resi>ondent or ·or 
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others. 
4. Attitude A with indic$s of · 
perforomance oro behavio:r - foro 
example, productivity, absen-
teeism, etc • 
•• • Howevero, when the woroker responds to 
a number of questions oto statements re-
ga:rding the behavior of his fo:raeman, it is 
imporotant to recognize that he is roeport..:. 
ing his own perception of the foroeman's 
behavior. He is not giving us a direct 
and objective report of that behavior. 36 
Indeed, anyone attempting to use the roesults of 
su:rveys has to be caroeful as to the data 1s roeliability. 
Research has been conducted which indicates that, when 
asked to state how .o~ten worke.rs attended union meetings, 
.. .. 
29% of those. who. repo;rted attendance had not in fact been 
observed in attendance. Furthermo:rae, the numbers of people 
in attendance at the union meeti~s were so small that the 
chances of eroroor in recording :atte~dance weroe very slight 
indeed. 36. 
C.· Attitudes· 
The attitudes reflec'fjed in the survey could be 
any one of the following: 
1. 
2 •.. 
. 3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
Since:rity. 
Loyalty. . . 
Enthusiasm • 
Ambition. 
Real . interest in others~ 
Identification with organization. 
Interest in .Job and company. 
.Open mind. ;37 
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The above·is not a complete list and was taken 
from :a list of requirements for success as a professional 
employee or as a supervisor. How does one attain these 
attitudes s.o that a supervisor who is looking to help him-
self on.the job might know wh~t to do? It is said that 
nattitudes are formed' by the integrati.on of intelligence, 
interest, personal qualification,· knowledge, skills, ex-
perience and education" of one's self. And to bring the 
attitude down to a job level, a. job attitude may be de-
scribed as "the frame of· mind through which the job is 
regarded.n 37 
Along with att.itudes exist· feelings, and these 
too are most important in dealing with the results of sur-
veys taken by people. who have t}lese feelings and attitudes. 
It is often the nself" feeling, or, as it is sometimes 
called, the "I - view"· that is the most difficult to deal 
with. "But feelings· of any kind raise. problems for com ... 
munication because of the subtle way in which they deter-
mine meaning." 38 
How a person feels on the day he comes to work is 
very important to the results of a survey. If one .feels 
happy, and has just received news of a pay raise, undoubt-
edly his attitude will be favorable to the company. Con-
versely, if one feels discouraged, or disappointed in not 
getting a promotion, this person will tend to have an un-
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favorable opinion of" the company. No matter what the re-
sults may be, the person using the results should be aware 
of these many extenuating c·ircumstances. Why did Area "A" 
do more poorly than Area "Bn? It may be obvious to the one 
interested that '}ihe.results·of Area nArr reflect the recent 
organizat.ional ·shift. that tended to eliminat·e promotion 
opportunities. Further, perhaps Area 11 A" was not informed 
. . 
adequately as to the. reasons for.the coming change, nor how 
each of the worke):'s might be affected. . nEven the best-de-
signed questionnaire studies can only provide us ·with the. 
data on which to make inferences_ about what is going on in 
the situations studied." 39 The only way a company can 
actually determine what is. going on is to get in and find 
out some of the problems that may be confronting the wo.rk-
ers. What is the problem? What do the workers want to 
know? As a result of digging into the reasons for some of 
the responses, higher management may change its policy 
methods of handling change notices or transfers, or any 
other policy which is 9-isrupting the happy personnel :ttela- · 
tions requisitetodoing a good job. 
D. Information Provided by Surveys 
Besides telling management what workers are · 
thinking, the attitude surveys give other ~ossible results: 
1. A survey enables c:ttoss-comparisons of 
the effectiveness of ~upe:ttvision in 
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,··· 
va~ious departments. 
areas stand out. 
Low morale 
2. The~e is a psychological effect on 
employees. W~kers feel that they 
are being heard by top management. 
3. There can be a beneficial effect on 
public relations. Employees' opin-
ion will reveal substantially com-
munity opinion of the company. 
Management can act accordingly. 40 
Any results of surveys should be used const~uctively by 
management, and strong desire to place the blame should be 
thought over ca~efully. There is no more justification for 
using polls to "put the finger" on supervisors than on sub-
ordinates. 41 Rather, as is the practice in most companies 
today, the results for a department or location are fur-
nished to the responsible supervise~, together with com-
pany-wide results, for prope~ action. The responsibility 
of the individual supervisor and his follow-up actions are 
most important in obtaining the proper: benefits from a sur-
vey. 
E. Example of Polls 
Although the greatest number of polls seek to 
measure employee morale, an increasing number of them are 
taken "to_measure va~ious aspects of administrative communi-
cation -.what employees know and how they learned it, what 
they want to know, and what communicative methods they pre-
fer". 42 
In one such poll which was useful in giving man- , 
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agement an appraisal of various media of communication, it 
was apparent that the grapevine was an important source of' 
information. Both supel:'visors and employees felt that they 
now received much of' their infor~ation from fellow empl·oy-
ees, i.e. the gl:'apevine, but they would pl:'ef'el:' to get it 
from other soul:'ces. .. The employees prefel:'red special bul-
let ins, and the supervisors preferred talks with their 
superiors. The poll is shown as Table VI. 
Information that managements hope to obtain con-
cerns also ~ their workers wish to know. Do they want 
to know more about fellow W()l:'kel:'s, f'inanc ial data, new pro-
ducts, or do they want to learn less of' these same fields"? 
Just as a survey may point out to managements that the em-
ployees want more information along particular lines, they 
can also indicate that too much infol:'mation is being passed 
out. This condition can be very costly. As stated ear lie!', 
estimates made as to what business in general pays for its 
communications: run as high as ~pll2 million dollal:'s. This 
indeed is an area to bear close scrutiny as there are huge 
savings possible. Of coul:'se, such cutbacks of' communica-
. t i ve material should be studied very carefully. Because 
people are human, each ha.s his own needs, and what one may 
find interesting and informative, another may find dull and 
just so much paper to wade through. Referring to Table VI, 
it is interesting to note that supel:'vis9rs pl:'efel:' more di-
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2. 
.· 3. 
4. 
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TABLE VI 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
' . . . 
REPORTED BY EMPLOYEES AND SUPERVISORS 
. Employees Supervisors 
13 Companies 7 Companies 
Now-1 Pre.fer-2 Now-1 Pref'e.r-2 
-
Fellow Employees 21 .• 3% . . ' 1.7% 12.7% 
Bulletila Boards .. :1,6.6% 15.6%' ·, 2.9% 
Company Magazines 21.8%. 15.7% 8.o% 
Special Bullet ilas & 
Letters to· )2nployees 14.3% 22.2% .26.2% 
Gl:'oup Meetings . .· ' 4.'7% rt~2% 15.6% 
Talks with 
Supervisors 12 •. 9% ,.· 22.0% 32.9% 
. . 
1. Response to statement, tri got MOST of my 
:tnformat:ton about our company fit'Oiii •••• rr 
0.7% 
3.1% 
5.2% 
25.8% 
23.8% 
43.6% 
2. Response to statement, "I. would. PE.EFER to 
get most of my. information about oul:' 
. . " . . . a ompany from. • • • . . 
Source~ Lloyd, John T. and Gray, Robert D.: Conference 
Leader's Guide for Super:vision of Scientific and 
Engineering Personnel •. Industrlal Relations 
Section, California Institute of Technology, 
1.956. p. 34. 
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~ect contacts as the~ sou~ces or info~mation, while mo~e 
than 50% of the employees o~ non-management group prefe~ 
something in writing. 
Since engineers have traditionally been classi-
fied as management, perhaps their intettests too fall along 
the same lines. The Management Attitude Survey of The New 
England Corpottation was primarily conce~ned with the 
supervisor's erfectiveness as concerns communication. This 
will be discussed later, but one question did inquire 
whether the engineer got all the information he would like 
to have about the company. It was ~uestion #4 on Table I. 
The results as shown on Table III would seem to indicate 
that there has been progressively less information being 
communicated. At least, the trend in favorable responses· 
both for the Engineering Department and even for All De-
partments is downward over the three years covered. 
One might be tempted to say that some information 
previously available is no longer available. The writer 
believes that such an assumption is false and that more 
likely, someone along the chain of command has decided that 
certain information could be given a· nrestricted" distri-
bution in the interest of saving time. It could very well 
be that someone in charge of a production engineering group 
might think along these.lines. A group leader has "press-
ure' to meet schedules and sometimes might not heed his re-
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pol:'t ing people fs ne.eds o:r desil:'es. 
Anothal:' survey which covered sevel:'al companies 
conce:rning the amount of infol:'mation given t.o employees is 
sl;lown on Table VII. In this survey, the results indicate 
that perhaps not enough information was given out to the 
employees. Bettel:' than 30% of' the emp:}.oyees questioned 
said that not enough info:r:-mat'ion was given to them on: 
1. \1.hat other departments do. 
2. American business system in general 
how it opel:' tilt es. 
3. Employees and their jobs • 
4. Company expansion plans. 
5 •. Personnel changes. 
6. Company'srelations with the public .. 
Significant also was the fact that in these same 
areas less than 2% of the employees.covel:'ed thought there 
was too much information available. ·what would the com-
pany do as a l:'eaction to.the :results of this survey? Fe:r-
haps the highel:' echelons of management forward the infor-
mation· down the line, but somewhere it stops. Who deter;.. 
mines what information should be passed along? The writer 
believes that each supervisor has it within his power to 
pass along or to stop whatever information he receives. If 
the supervisor ~s of the old. s,chool who thinks that, "If I 
pass along this infol:'mation, then my workers will know as 
much as I do," nodoubt the workers will suffer from lack 
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TABLE VII 
OPINIONS ON AMOUNT OF INFORMATION GIVEN TO EMPLOYEES 
(Composite Opinion of &ployees in Several Companies) 
How do you feel about the amount of information your company 
gives you on: 
·:Not About Too No Opinion 
Enough Right Much & No Answer 
1. What other dept s • do. 49.1% 40.6% 0.7% 14.6% 
2. American business 
system in general -
40.6% ·37 .3% 1.4% 20.7% how it operates. 
3. E:n.p1oyees and their jobs. 38.6% 49.9% 1 .. 1% 10.4% 
4. Company expansion 
plan. 34.9% 53.1% 0.?% 11.3% 
5. Personnel changes. 31.7% 54.8% 1.8% 11.?% 
6. Company's relations 
55.2% with the pubLic • 31.2% 2.2% 11.4% 
. 7. Information on em-
ployee benefit plans. 22.6% 69.8% 1.1% 6.5% 
a. Company's financial 
problems - income, 
18.8% 66.6% . d 12.7% expenses and profit. l.9;o 
Source: Lloyd, John T. and Gray, Robert D.: Conference 
Leader's Guide for Supervision of Scienti?ic and 
Engineering Personnel. Industrial Relations 
Section, California Institute of Technology, 1956. 
P• 32. 
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o£ information that they would like to have. Fortunately, 
the writer has not run into many of this type of super-
visor. It has been his personal experience that just about 
all the informat iori a:n engineer could ask £or is available 
to him. During his five or six years of engineering ac-
tivity, the writer has not noticed particularly any lack· of 
information that directly concerned him• Conceivably the 
writer's experience does not parallel those experiences of 
the majority within the engineering organization, because, 
as will be brought out ·later, policy information and ex-
planations of changes,· while not affecting ~he writer, did 
affect the other engineers. Undoubt,edly the unfavorable 
attitudes and areas of dissatisfaction caused a downward 
trend in the survey data. 
F.. Handling Survey Results 
The survey results on ConmtUnications that were 
given to the Engineering Department of The New England Cor-
poration were very enlightening. As can be seen on Table I 
none of the questions concern the method of getting com-
-munications particularly, but rather concern the super-
visor's effectiveness as a communicator. It seems evident 
from the questions asked th"'t the management of The New 
England Corporation is aware of the ~portant position 
oc·cupied by those in a supex-visory role. No one else has 
so much effect on the communication job being done as has 
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the supervisor. 
Because no single poll would be very effective in 
gathering the complete pictu~e, the write~ tried to obtain 
some comparison data. "The compar·ison ..featu~e, which is so 
important in administration, can·be readily utilized in re-
porting the results of polls through statistical, narrative 
or graphic media, or combinations of them." 43 As can be 
seen in Table II, the trend over a three year period in the 
Engineering Department is downward. That is, it is down-
ward .for the Department as a whole. Some particular groups 
evidently had an ~proving t~end over the same period, such 
as Division #1 of Area #1. Not being familiar with the 
group concerned, the writer does not know what might have 
caused the improvement.· Was it ·a change in the management 
of the Division? Was it a change in distribution tech-
nique? The writer feels that perhaps this group of em-
ployees was the exception rather than the rule, as every 
other group appeared to be worse o.f.f in 1959 than they were 
in 1955. Why? 
The answers to the questions raised will only be 
found by analysis of the problems and discussion o.f the 
survey results. Table III indicated that the Engineering 
Department had less .favorable responses to each question 
asked than the average of all the Departments of the Com-
pany. On the surface, then, it would appear that the En-
gineering Department could stand some imp~ovement in the 
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area of supervisory and employee inte~-communication to 
b~ing it in line with the othe~ Departments~ Why should 
the engineers b~ different? Vfuat is causing the difficulty? 
A comparison of the ~esults fo~ the th~ee year period would 
certainly seem adequate to determine a trend. \v.hat happen-
ed in each of the Divisions o~ Areas involved to cause such 
a down turn in the attitude of engineers as regards communi-
cation? It is not the writer's intent to analyze the out-
come of the communication survey completely, but he does 
hope to point out some of the areas which could use some 
imp~ ovement • 
Suppose, for example,· an engineer is working on a 
job which ~equires continuous negotiation with another de-
partment. After writing letters back and forth and after 
long delay with the right information or complete info~ma­
t ion still not having been ~eceived, the engineer would not 
feel that the "speed o~ promptness" wii;h which he got an 
answer was very good •. In all probability the engineer 
would answer Question 5 of Table I unfavorably. This situ-
ation may be compounded, and, unless cor~ected, the engin-
eer's opinion or attitude along this line may not change. 
Then too, the fault could be with the engineer in not using 
the follow-up technique properly. Just because the en-
gineer has requested informatiqn, he should not plan to 
drop his responsibility there. The engineer's responsibi-
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lity is to "finish the job", and he should feel that 
"gentle reminde~stt or prompting are p&rt of his responsibi-
lity. All to often the engineer forgets hum&n weakness and 
forgetfulness, and the pressures of the job. Consideration 
of others' work lo&ds and problems should help the engineer 
to realize that communication is two-way and requires his 
cooperation as well. But "making an attitude survey is 
just the first step. \Vhat a company does after that tells 
the story." 44 As stated by the personnel director of 
Thomas J. Lipton, Incorporated: . 
. An employee attitude survey is largely a 
waste of time and money unless it is fol-
lowed by positive action. We regard a 
sul:'vey as a management tool. It contains 
definite suggestions for making improve-
ments. It· indicates tc;> supervisors how 
things are going from the viewpoint of 
their workers. Zf4 
G. Survey Follow-Up 
The above is quite true, and The New England Cor• 
porat ion did just that. It followed up the survey with the 
intent of determining the basis of the results and what 
might· be done to improve conditions. 
As a start, The New England Corporation held high 
level management conferences discussing the whole situation 
of the attitude survey results •. The results were not as 
favorable as higher management would have liked them, so 
.·immediately the whole supervisory machinery was put into 
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gear. From the top l:'ight on down the line, conferences 
were held, charts drawn·up, and comparisons made. Each high 
level supervisor was given enough printed material to 
assist his reporting supervisors in conducting similar con-
ferences, until finally the information would get down to 
the engineers themselves. The writer ·~as included as a 
. ' 
part of the Appendix some printed material which was to out-
line a typical follow-up meeting to discuss the results of 
the survey. A very complete outline is presented with re-
minders as to what the conference leader is attempting to 
do. 
H. Survey Conferences 
Principally, the meetings were designed to give 
the supervisor conducting the conference an opportunity to 
take a personal inventory of himself as a boss. As one 
manual stated, "In order to communicate this information to 
your people you will need to learn the subject thoroughly· 
yourself." 45 This remark was directed t 6 the supervisor 
whose job it was to pass on to his reporting people the re-
sults of the management survey. Here again the reader may 
perceive the all-important part that the individual super-
visor plays in communication. If there is a we:;~.k link .in . 
the chain of organization, then communication breaks down. 
It is interesting to nC?te that the supervisor r s 
instruction manual recognized that certain conditions just 
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couldn't be changed •. This obsexrvation is very !'ealistic 
and lets the worke!'S knOW exactly Whe!'e things stand. What 
the supexrviso!'s we!'e given as p!'epa!'ato!'y mate!'ial to o!'-
ganize thei!' attitude survey discussion con.fe!'ences was 
very helpful and all concerned wanted to be as frank as 
possible. During the confe!'ence the supe!'viso!' was to say, 
''The!'e will be some things that we ~ do, and some things 
that we can't do." 46 In addition, he was to recognize 
that any changes that we!'e hoped for and any follow-up 
would take time. Pe!'haps some faults (and they were dis-
cussed f!'ankly) could be corxrected ~ediately if it was 
within the supervisor's authority. If not, then the 
supervisor might be expected to refer the question up the 
line. 
I. Public-Personnel Relations Meetings 
One way that comments werae reported up the line 
was th!'ough monthly conferences. These conferences we!'e 
interdepa!'tmental in scope with the participants sha!'ing 
the !'esponsibility for appropriate action within their re-
spect.iv.e depa!'tments. To review some of the mate!'ial 
covel?ed concerning the recent Management Attitude Su:rvey of' 
The New England Corporation, the write!' has secured some 
-pertinent conference material. Below is a summa!'y of the 
notes of the Gene!'al Public-Personnel Relations Committee 
Meeting which··was attended by high-level top management, 
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including the Chief Engineer, Comptroller, General Managers 
and Vice Presidents. This was the 11kick-off 11 of the fol-
low-up material reviewing the survey. 
Personnel Relations 
Management Survey - Results of recent Manage-
ment Survey - and plans 
for their use throughout 
the Company - were re-
viewed by the General Com-
mittee. 
Charts showing results of the 1959 Management 
Survey ar~ now being distributed through the 
lines of organization. .Management is deeply 
concerned with the results and determined to 
do something to improve them. Perhaps more 
important than changing the trend is to make 
use of many indicators present in the survey 
toward improving the kind of an over-all job 
we·are doing. This year, the questionnaire 
contained many new questions about matters 
within the control of middle management. Re-
sults have been summarized for each district. 
Each supervisor will discuss the results for 
his own group with his reporting management 
people,. Purpose - to determine : . 
--causes 'of dissatisfaction and problems. 
--bal'riers to doing the kind of job we 
want to do. 
--means to improving the job situation. 
"Job Impl'ovement" booklets outlining this 
approach have been distributed to Area and 
Division Coordinators who will assist super-
vision in carrying out the pl'ogrrum. 47 
One can see that top management is "deeply concerned with 
the l:'esu.lts" and is vel'y much interested in solving any 
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problems that may exist. The meeting o£ the General Com-
mittee was the £irst step in reviewing the results of the 
survey. It may be asked whether or not the wishes of the 
General Committee were followed out or whether the informa-
tion got down the line. The writer followed closely any 
bulletins that he received concerning the survey and came 
up with some notes taken from a PublicwPersonnel Relations 
l.'Ieeting held in .A.t>ea #5. These notes are shown in Exhibit 
III and set forth some discussion comments concerning the 
anonymity of th~ survey questionna~res. 
J. Additional Survey Information 
As in all or most surveys, management is int e:t"-
ested in obtaining as much information as possible of a 
statistical nature, ·and it seems that there ws.s anxiety on 
the part of those answering the questionns.ires conce:t"ning 
their anonymity. Some felt that the coding by groups and 
length of se)::tvice would absolutely identify the authors. 
Perhaps this was a real concern, and had higher management 
explained the techniques used to preserve anonymity, this 
anxiety may have been avoided. It was not management's in-
tent to spy or "point the finger" at anyone, put rather to 
9 
bring to light any problem areas so that all might benefit. 
If the Engineering Department had a problem, then perhaps 
some other department could take steps to preven~ such a 
condition developing along the. same lines. Here again, 
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EXHIBIT III 
AREA #5 
PUBT.JIC-PERSONNEL RELATIONS COiviMJTTEE 
November 27, 1959 
DEPARTMENTAL Q.UESTIONS 
~uestion 4. Comments made by some people who participated 
in the last Management Attitude Survey indi-
cated a great degree of skepticism regarding 
the fact the written-in comments and results 
were supposed to be anonymous. These people 
seem to feel that. coding by job level, depart-
ment, length of service and location was tan-
tamount to a signature. Why couldn't this 
method of identification be eliminated? 
There was a rather long discussion as to the sin-
cerity on the part of management in the anonymity of these 
questionnaires. This group agreed that the Company's 
motives were all right but it :was also felt that these mo-
tives were generally not understood by people taking the 
survey. Actually, the sealed questionnaires go to a 
trained IBM machine operator so that they can be transformed 
into punch card form. The next step taken is to reproduce 
the w:ritten-in comments without. identifying them with any 
of the questionnaires. The questionnaires are then de-
strayed. 
CLOSING REMARKS 
Another problem is still this matter of blocks in 
communications. The Local teams are not getting all perti-
nent information up the line and on the other side of the 
coin, there should be improved channels down the line so 
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EXHIBIT III (cont.) 
that all employees could have a better understanding and; 
appreciation fo!' the Company's motives .and objectives. 
Source: Notes of Public-Personnel Relations Meeting, 
Area #5, The New England Corporation. 
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communication is being practiced quite effectively, not 
only "up and down" but "sideways" as well. Unfortunately, 
it is very difficult to foresee how people will react to a 
given set of ci:t>cumstances, and so it was when not enough 
emphasis was placed on the absolute integrity of the su:t>-
vey. nMisunde:t>standing and distrust caused by a lack of· 
effective communication are among the g:t>eatest p:t>~blems our 
mode:t>n busi!).ess world faces today." 48 
K. Reasons for L~ck of Follow-Up 
Once a su:t-vey is taken, gene:t>ally a company is an-
xiol.lS to revi~w the results just as The New England Corpora-
tion has done in o:t>de:t> to reap the benefits of an early har-
vest. But there are many companies that do not get the 
benefits from their sul?veys. Aftel' spending thousands of 
dolla:t>s fo:t> an attitude survey, many companies file the re-
ports away to collect dust and be fol?gotten. The write!' 
believes that hel?e is a possibility f'ol' a grave mistake on 
the part of managements as a whole, and supeX'visors them-
selves "miss the boat" ·when effective follow-thl'ough is not 
cal'ried out. Listed below are some of the pitfalls that 
e.X'ase the benefits of a sul'vey. 
Conflict of InteX'ests - A follow-through means 
hours and hou:t>s of executive time. Executives 
are busy people. They have many responsibilit.ies 
that cannot be slighted. Although theiX' in-
tentions about the survey may be the best in the 
world, they may never get around to the follow-
through. OtheX' things seem more urgent. 
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Communication Difficulties - A follow-th~ough 
also means communicating with othe~s. A com-
pany may do little about its su~vey if it 
lacks good avenues of'communication, if it 
lacks supe~visors who can communicate effec-
tively with their wo~kers,. and if it lacks 
someone who is skilled at writing in a way to 
interest the average employee. 
Time Lag ·- It usually is at least a month be-
fore the results of a survey are available. 
During this t~e, management may cool ·off. 
0~ it may say, 11Things have .changed during 
the past thirty days, so the findings no 
longer apply." 
Lack of Rhow-How - Even the experts agree that 
it's hard to know just what weight to attach 
to survey findings. And it's even more diffi-
cult to say what action. a given company should 
take as a result of a given set o:r su~vey . 
figu~es •. Fearing that they might only aggra-
vate a situation, some companies do nothing. 
Worry About Reaction of Employees - This may 
occu~ when the survey results are unusually 
good or unusually bad. If good, management 
may hesitate to blow its own ho~n. If bad, it 
may ~eason, "The less said about this survey, 
the bette~~n 49 
Evidently The New England Corporation is following 
a course intended to improve communication and the other al-
lied fields as covered by the survey. "Once it knows which 
way the wind is blowing, management need not yell disquiet-
ingly - but can gain by speaking sensibly. Self-interest 
alone, considerations of ethics aside, is sufficient now to 
justify more ~onesty." 50 Thus with the results of three 
surveys behind them, the Engineering Supervisors should be 
prepared to handle the job of communications more effective-
ly. 
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III. r~HOD. AND DISTRIBUTION OF·COMMUNICATIONS 
A. Supervisor's Ef~ect on Communication 
Supervisors themselves have the ~inal say as to 
what in~ormation they si~t down to the workers, and so it 
is with Engineering Supervis·ors. 
In The New England Corporation most distribution 
o~ written mate:r:>ial is handled on a list basis. The high-
er up in the management echelon a supervisal:' is, the mo:r:>e 
in~ormation he gets. An example o~ this may be as ~allows: 
Top Supervisor 100 pieces o~ communication 
Middle Supervisor 80 pieces of communication 
Bottom Supe:r:>viso~ 
Worker 
60 pieces of communication 
30 pieces o~ communication 
Actually, of course, the above dist:r:>ibution would 
not affect vital project or job information because this 
type has to pass all the way down to the worke:r:>. wVhat 
might be stopped, however, would be something like the 
rrKiplinger Lett ern, Bank Letters on economic conditions or 
general business activity. G.enerally this type o~ informa-
tion is more useful to the higher levels of management 
where the. decisions to carry out .expansion projects or 
modification p:r:>ojects may be made. Market conditions would 
be significant to one in a position responsible for obtain-
ing funds for business expansion and the like. Vfu.at should 
get down to the worker would be info:t"mation on o:t"ganization-
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al changes, policy changes, benefit plans, etc. Occasion-
ally, however, even these bits. of information sometimes get 
lost in the "shuffle" .• 
Since supervisors are such an important link in 
the chain of communication, the writer was looking for in-
formation concerning this group 9f workers. In a su:rvey 
given to supervisors of seiV'eral companies, it was generally 
brought out that the majority of supervisors felt they were 
receiving just about the. right amount of information on: 
1. What other Departments do. 
2~ Company expansion plans. 
3. Personnel changes. 
4'. Employees and their jobs. 
5. Information on employees' 
benefit plans. 
The results are listed in Table VIII. 
In general, the fact that supervisors require 
more infor.mation to run their jobs is evidenced by the 
smaller percentage of supervisors answering that they re-
ceived "too much" information on any of the five categories' 
covered. Curiously enough, both surveys as listed on 
Tables VII and VIII indicate that more supervisors and em-
ployees felt that not enough information was available to 
them concerning the activities of' other departments. Al-
though The New England Corporation's survey did riot ask 
specifically the question ''Are you given all the informa-
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.TABLE VIII 
OPINIONS ON AMOUNT OF INFORMATION GIVEN TO SUPERVISORS 
(Composite Opinion of Supervisors in Several Companies) 
How do you feel about the amount of information your company 
gives you on: 
Not About Too No Opinion 
Enou~h. Right Much & No Answer 
1. What other dept s • do. 40.8% 53.4% 0.1% 5.7% 
2. Company expansion 
plans. ·39.3% 57.6% 0.7'/o 2.4% 
3. Personnel changes. 27.9% 67.9% 0.7% 3.5% 
4. Employees and thefr jobs. 27.3% 64.5% 1.4'/o 6.8% 
5.- Information on em-
ployee benefit plan~. 22.7% 73.6% 0.4% "' 3.3;., 
Source: Lloyd, John T. and Gray, Robert D.: Conference 
Leader's Guide for Supervision of Scientific and 
Engineering Personnel. Industrial Relations 
Sect ion, California Institute of Technology, 1956. 
P• 33 . 
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t ion you would like to have a.b out the other departments?" 1 
it did ask "about the companyn. Sine~ the department is a 
part of the company, it is conceivab.le that perhaps lack of 
other departmental information could have, causedthe down-
ward trend in the.Enginee:r>ing Department's communication 
responses. So too, because the index went down fol' all de-
partments as well as engineering, it could be that othel' 
departments are not informed of engineering activity. 
Occasionally a ·company might ask questions in a 
survey t 0 find out how well informed their employees are. 
One such opinion survey wanted to determ:tne whether the em-
ployees were aware that the company paid the full cost of 
State Unemployment Insul'ance. The results were st&rtling, 
as they showed that almost so% of the employees were misin-
formed. Table IX gives the· complete .. l'esults. Whose fault 
might it be to allow such a situation to exist? Highel' 
management could .issue bulletins and statements right down 
the line in order, to infol'm workers of the true facts, but 
' 
because a supervisor was "too busy to be bothered" he didn't 
hold a conference or he didn 1.t take the time to pass the. 
word along.. The worke:rs missed out. In almost every in-
stance of communication, the supervisal:' is the key liason 
man. 
B. How to Disseminate and Distribute Information 
~?hat is the best method of spreading infol'mation 
TABLE IX 
OPINION ON PAYMENT OF COST OF UIDmmPLOYMENT INSURANCE 
Each employee pays part 
of the cost of .. State 
True 
-
False 
Unemployment Insurance. · 79. O% . 18. 5%~~ 
~l'. Co:r:arect Answer 
No .Answe!" 
Source: Lloyd, John T. and Gray, Robert D.: Conference 
Leader's Guide for Supervision of Scientific and 
Engineering l'ersonne1. Industrial Relations . 
Section, California Institute of Tec~nology, 1956. 
P• 33. 
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to the employees? This .question cannot, of course, be an-
swered categorically f'or all companies, but at least an 
opinion of' several companies mig~t reveal something of' 
value. A survey was taken of' eighty:--four..-,companies con-
cerning the best method .of' disseminating information on 
policies. 51 The results 1 shown on Table X, indicate that 
direct contact eith.er hy conference techniques or face-to-
face talks were the best • The survey itself was conducted 
by the Industrial Relations Section of Princeton University 
in which they endeavored to de.termine the methods used to 
secure organization-wide understanding of industrial rela-
tions policies. They alsotr.ied to find out through the 
survey to what extent t;he various companies were willing to 
go to secure this undel:"standing~ It is not surprising that 
better than fif'ty percent of the companies.pref'erred the 
direct type of comm'u.n,ication because the opportunity exists 
to ask quest ions and .to get· explanations of meanings. This 
is important, as the .person receiving .the information does 
not feel that the communication is one-:-way. Just the fact 
that the worke:r' has a chance· to ·express himself' and be 
heard gives him a feeling of' satisfaction. 
C. Face-to-Face Communication 
In The New England Corporation, direct or so-call-
ed f'ace-to-f'ace communication is used quite extensively. 
One advantage is that perhaps there is l~ss chance for mis-
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TABLE X 
OPINIONS AS TO THE BEST MEI'HOD OF DISSEMINATING 
INFORMATION ON POI.riCIES 
No. of 
Method Companies 
Conferences (including training) 
with supplementa~y p~inted mate~ial. 37 
Ve~bally through line ·organization 
supplemented by printed mate~ial and 
group discussion. 20 
Special Management bulletins. 5 
Town Hall Meetings, supplemented by 
printed material. 1 
Special Industrial Relations Advisory 
Committee. ·1 
Management alignment program. 1 
No one best method. 13 
Too little experience to know, or no 
replu:•· 6 
Totals: 84 
%of 
Companies 
44 
24 
6 
1 
1 
1 
16 
7 
Source: D'Ambola, Toby S.: Thesis - Foundation for the 
Development of Sound Employer-Employee Relation-
ships •. Boston University, College of Business 
Administration, 1956 •. p. 51~ 
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understanding. An opportunity exists to dispel immediately 
any wrong notions. Some communicators, however, and, in-
deed, some workers feel that flit should be in writing*' for 
they insi~t that a communication is "just talkn if it is 
not in writing. An example might help the reader under-
stand· the issues involved. 
D. Formal or.,Written Communic~tion 
Recently in The New England Corporation, higher 
management agreed that a good public relations poliey 
would be favorably augmented if the Company issued a for-
mal policy statement urging that employees be encouraged to 
participate in public affairs. This practice would con-
·tribute to the "Company Image" in the outside world. Some 
restrictions were mentioned in the policy statement to the 
effect that perhaps an employee should be limited to those 
civic or public affairs duties which would not unduly inter-
fere with his normal work assignment. As a formal state-
ment of policy that was issued to the employees, the commu-
nic3tion was transmitted through the proper channels to all 
those affected. But when the formal statement was received, 
many questions arose as to just what it meant. The state-
ment of policy is included as Exhibit IV. 
"Putting personnel policies in written form does 
not mean that all advantages of sound,policies will be 
realized." 51 Actually much add it iontil.l information was 
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---------------·-··" - ... , ... ··- .... ·-·-·- ---· ----- ... -----------~~~~---"--~= 
EXHIBIT IV 
SUPERVISORY GUIDE - CIVIC AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
It is the policy of this Company to encourage em-
ployees who, of their own volition, elect to participate in 
civic and public affairs, including.the assumption of ap-
pointive and elective offices. 
In general, most of this type of activity will 
not interf'ere with the normal performance of the employee's 
job. There will be some cases, however, where, because of' 
the time involved, the nature of the· function, or the re-
sponsibility of the of'fice to be held, it would appear that 
some interf'erence with the employee's regular assignment 
might result. Such cases should be referred to the State 
General I'lanagers or other appropriate Company officials. to 
determine what modification, if any, should be made in the 
individual's status as a regular active employee of the 
Company. 
In considering these cases, it is expected that 
many will not require any change in the normal employment 
status of the individual involved. In some, however, an 
appl:'opriate personal leave of absence may be necessary. In 
only a few cases does it appear that the question of termi-
nation of employment will be involved. 
In administering this Company policy, it will be 
the intent of the management to encourage employee partici-
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pation in civic and public affairs to every extent possible 
consistent with the sound management of the business. 
Source: Statement of Policy of The New England Corporation 
issued July 14, 1959. 
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. written in a:n attempt to .clear up all the questions that 
came up. nrs it pe:ttmissible to join the School Committee?" 
"What about being a candidate for T.own Assessor?" Conf'er:-
ences alid mo:tte ·talks by higher management were necessary to 
: . : . 
clarify the o~iginal fol'm.al policy·. st.atement. Perhaps, then, 
' ' 
thi.s further explains why thos.e companies sUl'veyed prefer:r.-ed 
the face-to-faee contact or con.f'erence type of communication 
p.ttocess. 
No matter how sOURd the policit?'s are, and 
regal:*dless of the mB.llmer in which they are 
published, unless clear, concise, and un-
derstandable explanations of their signi-
ficance are given, who is affected by them 
a:m.d in what way, they al:'e not wol:'th the 
paperthey al:'e written,on. 52 
E. . Ex:tent of Communication Distribution 
As a pal:'t of this same survey.conducted by Pl:'ince-
ton, the extent to which the companies went in ol:'der to com-
municate was Vf:?l:'.Y intel:'estmg.' Of course, the gl:'eater the 
distribution made of an.y wl:'itten statement ol:' policy, the 
· g.tteatel:* the cost. The results are shown in Table XI for 
the same eighty~four CO!Jlpanies~ As can be seen, most poli-
cies were distributed to· all employees in better than 
fol"ty percent of the companies. ·Perhaps, then,· it may be 
said tha.t companies prefer dil:'ect distribut.ion of most 
policies that af'fect • th~ ·employees. Gc;·od supel"vision is 
still a pl:*ime requisite, howevel:',. as it should be the supe.tt-
visor' s ·duty to follow. up am.d: 'discuss the areas covel:'ed by 
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TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTIOl'T OF WRITTEN STATEMENTS 
. . 
OF I$USTRIAL RELATIONS POLICIES 
No. of % of 
Response 
Most statements of Industrial 
Relations Polic'ies are distributed 
to Executives and Supervisors only. 
. Most policies are also .distributed 
to all employees. · · 
Statements of' only a few policies 
·are distributed to Executives and 
Supervisors • 
Statements of a.few policies are 
distributed also to employees. 
Statements of a few policies have 
been distributed to Supervisors and 
employees and complete statement to 
be generally distributed is now in 
preparation. · 
No distribution of' any written 
statements of policy. 
Totals: 
Companies Companies 
15 18.0 
' 35 42.0 
11 13 •. 0 
8 9.5 
7 8.0 
8 9.5 
84 100%. 
Source: D'Ambola, Toby s.: Thesis- Foundation for the 
Development of Sound Em.ployer-:miiiployee Relation-
ships. Bost·on University, College of Business 
Aditlinistration, 1956. p. 51. 
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·the fot>mal policy statements. ·In this way, a!'eas of dis-
content, dis.satisfaction. tand misundet>standing may be elim-
inated befo!'e having a ·chance to get sta!'ted. 
IV. EVERYDAY COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS 
A· General 
There can be no question that in order to get · 
things done one must·employ communications, and a large 
organization such as The. New England Corporation demands 
that effective techniques of dis.tribution and proper me-
thods be used in telling its employees what should be done. 
In the previous sections, the writer indicated that some-
thing was lacking in the area of communications, and 
attempted to show w~at m~t be the reasons therefore. 
This section will cover additional information on communi-
cations, discussing its over-all importance and primarily 
the part played by supervision. 
l3. Necessity .. 
The geographical location of people, machines, 
units, areas, departments, and their chiefs dictate the use 
of good effective methods of communication. These methods 
may be by letter, telephone, memorandum, conference, grape-
vine, or any other way to "put the wheels in motion". 
Charles E. Wilson, the former president of General lVIotors, 
t.old a committee of Congress that 11no physical activity 
goes on in our modern age 'without a piece of paper going 
along to guide it." 53 This is generally true, as it is 
about as convenient a way as there· is to place on record a 
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set of ol.-ders, dil.tections; inst:t~uctions, o!' inf'ormation .for 
study~ Of cou:r-se, mucl:l. is done ova!' the telephone also. 
The d:t~awback he:re, how eve!', is that no pel:'manent 3:-ec o:rd ex-
ists to :t~eco:t~d what took place~ And this has happened .in 
the Enginee!'ing Depa:rtment many tin1es ~ An eng1neel:' ·will be 
pl.-epal:'ing a job and trying to trace some histol:'y of events 
that took place oval:' the years. ·In. his.research, there is 
often a period which is un.accounted fol- because what tran-
spired was not recorded• To l:'emedy this situation, the en-
gineel:' will often, after giving oral instl:'uctions ove~. the 
, . . ~ 
t_elephone, write a memorandum "for l:'ecol.-d purposes only1'. 
This will se1-ve to in:fo:rm ·.anyone who is interested in the 
project later on •. 
C. Communications through People 
Co:rmnunioation, howeve:r, is not limited to the 
lette:r or memorandUm., because by themselves they al-e wortb-
less •. What is important-.is the people using-them, both the 
wot-kel' and the supe:rvisor" How do they interp:ret the in-
fol'mation? Vfu.at t:raining has been given them 1n o:rder to 
·make them good cOlmnunicators? These a:r;oe just a few ques-
. tions ,.about the people involved in· communications, and 
' ' . . . ' ' ' ' ' 
theil' impol:'tanoe cannot be. ovel:'stated. 
D. Thing~ Done th~ough People 
Gene!'ally one thinks· of an engineel? as ''a man who 
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gets things done ... usually big and important. things -
things that you can see, touch, and in some instances hear 
and smellln 54 But this is not the whole picture. As the 
. . . . . 
.. · . 
· .. engineer assume.s his managerial responsibilities, he be-
comes p!Ol:'e and·. more 'invol vad in gett in.g things done, but 
now the emphasis is on "getting things done thl:'Ough people .. " 
The. "through people" conc.ept. is very important because the 
engineering· superv:tsor 1 s job becomes that of a communica-
tions expert. He must be sensitive to the wants and needs 
of' his workers and be sym.p~thetic. to their .motivations and 
problems.. As the originator,. the engineering· supervisor 
has the key .ttole to play in carrying out whatever communi-
cat ions objectives higher management l;l.as set for the com-
pany. If the supervisorf'ails in fulfilling his role, then 
what could be the results of not co:mmu:nicating eff'ectivelyf 
Perhaps the following is. pe:rat inent • 
• • • The abseno.e of' ·oommunioat ion between men 
costs money and makes trouble. Indeed, we 
are· just beginning ,to realize the economic 
signi:n.cance of' question.s like these: How 
many problems come up be·cause somebody didn't 
take the ,time. to tell those a:raound him what 
he knew that they should have known too? 
How of'ten unwittingly does .our·employee or 
a staffman bungle a job because some mana-
ger ol' officer somewhere didn 1.t .get time to 
explain what was want ed'l What happens in the 
hu:ral'y of the day when a. man do'esn' t feel like 
breaking the silence to ask fol' information? 
These are.not ~ew questions. They merely 
give point to the al'gument. • . :When there isn't 
en()ugh communication in an.organization, look 
for an emPhasis on temporal efficiency. 55 
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How t~e this isl Nearly everyone has experi-
enced the situation where the boss comes h~riedly out and 
asks for some information on a project without telling 
about the plans for its use. As .is the case in ninety-nine 
times out of' a hUndred, too much effort is put into obtain-
ing the desired information. After all the time has been 
expended to get a reasonably good answer· with enough back-
up data to support the decision, the boss says a little im-
patiently, "Don't bothel:' spending too much time on the an-
awe.!'- just get a l:'ough approximation. It 1 s only f'ol:' es-
timated budget pul:'poses anyway." By this time it is too 
late; the time is already spent and wasted. If a super-
visor does not give sufficient information to his wol:'kel:'s, 
then his l:'ole of chief' communicatol:' is not being done 
pl:'operly. 
Sometimes, as obsel:'ved in the Engineel:'ing Depal:'t-
ment, the engineer will himself' ask f'ol:' what he feels is 
pertinent information before he starts a job. Often his 
first question is, 1'Wb.at do you plan to use it for?" ol:' 
perhaps, "How accurate d~ you want the answer?" The engin-
eers who can thus allocate their time intelligently on a 
given project are doing a good job. Very l:'arely does one 
find an engineer who does not ask 11Why?rr, "How much?", 
nWhen?", rrFor whom?", etc. This quality of alertness is 
essential to engineers and should help make them good com-
municators, and thus better fit them for supervisory jobs. 
~1 
It is interesting to note that communication is 
listed as a requisite for success both as a professional 
employee and as a supervisor. Skills listed as require-
ments for success in eithe~ of these roles are: 
a. Required of a supervisor~ 
1. Skill involved in work supervised. 
2. Skill in supervision. 
3. Skill in communication. 
b. Required of professional employee. 
1. Skill involved in assigned work. 
2. Skill in communication. 56 
E. Role of the Supervisor 
With the more than one thousand engineering per-
sonnel in The New England Corporation, the enormous task of 
communications is self evident. One could imagine the chaos 
that would prevail if there were not adequate coordination 
in all of the communication functions. As previously men-
tioned, the organizational set-up helps to maintain order, 
and to channel correspondence and work in the proper di-
rection. The person most responsible for maintaining this 
order is the supervisor, his major task being to "get work 
done through other people, and to accomplish this, he must 
communicate effectively with them'1 • 5'7 
One has said that no matter how varied the acti-
vities, or how special same of the skills involved,· in the 
. 
final analysis the job of every supervisor is communica.: 
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tiona. 57 This is the nxn facto!' in the manager's job, and 
the skill with which a supel'visol' can utilize his communica-
tion knowledge means the diffel'ence between success and 
mediocl'ity. One ful'thel' requisite is that the supel'visor 
must believe in his product. "If any tl'ansmittel' of an 
ol'del', even one fa!' down the line, is not sold on it, he 
will do a pool' job of selling it." 58 Basically then, it 
may be said that if the supel'visol's al'e adequately 
t:ra.ined and believe in their pl'Oduct, thel'e pel'haps should 
be no communication p:t>oblems. 
F. Othe:r Fact ol's 
Othe:r factors enter into the whole communications 
picture, and what may have been adequate for one gl'oup is 
not adequate for another. Thus, a supervisor cannot cal'ry 
forwal'd completely an unchanging pattel'n or technique of 
communication. He should be flexible enough to recognize 
that different age gl'oups, ethnic gl'oups, labol' groups, and 
the val'ious departments require special tl'eatment. This 
fact has been demonstl'at .. ed in the o ommunicat ion survey of 
The New England Corpol'ation. 
Referl'ing to Table IV, it is noticed that the 
longer sel'vice employees and those having a gl'eatel:' numbel:' 
of years in management positions tend to have a better com-
munica.t ions outlook.· This should be expected, because with 
service come responsibility and supel'vision and the bette!' 
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jobs •. Occasionally the patte~n is dis~upted, but in gene~al 
it is t~ue that the longe~ se~vice people should be happie~ 
with communications. The w~ite~ must note that othe~ 
things should be taken into conside~ation he~e also. With 
longe~ se~vice, usually the~e is mo~e pay, ~esulting in 
happie~ wo~ke~s, and it is just such circumstances that can 
colo~ any ~ield of a s~vey. In othe~ wo~ds, the results 
may not be what they seem. 
Table V shows· the results of the various level 
and education categories. Here again, the ~esults seem to 
indicate that there are mo~e satisfied people on the higne~ 
level, especially the staff people. This may be because the 
men on the staff gene~ally do not have to wo~~y about 
schedules and wo~k loads as much as the line o~ganization 
has to. As for the va~ious education g~oups shown in Table 
V, those with only a g~annna~ school education seem to be 
satisfied with all the~ communication needs. And the En-
ginee~ing Department appea~s better than the othe~ depart-
ments ~or this g~oup. Everything is relative, however, and 
sometimes the size of the group may have a bearing on the 
~esults of a su~vey •. As has been pointed out p~eviously, 
it is the ~esponsibility of each group supe~viso~ to ana-
lyze the l'esults pe~taining· to his own gl'oup, and attempt 
to solve any p~oblems that may exist. The ~ole Qf supe~­
vis ol' is an impo~tant one. "To the worke~, his boss ~ep~e-
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santa the company. He casts a long shadow. Each mood o.tt 
action looms much larger than life-size." 59 
With this communication responsibility confronting 
him, how does a supervisor carry out his duties? What is 
the general philosophy of' the engineering supervisors? As 
in every o.ttganization, there are both good and bad examples 
of supervisory personnel~ in The New England Corporation. 
Basically, however, it's up to the man himself'. 
A man t s philosophy of management determines 
the value he places upon communications and 
the time he gives to it. A manager who has 
freed himself' of much of his routine re-
sponsibilities and is engaged in building 
individual subordinates and developing team-
work in his group will rank communications 
high in :his priority and will allow time for 
it, since it is the nerve center of such a 
leader's management. In contrast, .the boss 
who acts alone, solves most of his depart-
. ment s problems hims a lf, and lets the growth 
of subordinates take ·its own course, may 
wall be too busy to communicate. 60 
Thus, the one who determines to what extent effect iva com-
munications will be utilized is the supervisor. 
Perhaps there is no definite correlation between 
the age of a supervisor and his out·look on communication. 
If he is a good supervisor, his age should make no differ-
ence. What the writer has noticed in the Engineering De-
partment is that all age groups are present. Many super-
visors have just been appointed to their jobs, and gener-
ally they have come up through the ranks. Being newly 
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appointed to supervisory positions, these youngel' men have 
the oppoX'tunity o:f attending several training courses being 
conducted to help them masteX' the special techniques o:f 
supervising people. One such couX'se is called "Talking 
With People", and basically it is designed to help the new 
supel'visol:' with his communications technique. Higher 
management must :feel that the ability to t.alk is most im-
portant. Indeed, a recent suX'vey o:f :fi:fty-one pl'esidents 
of leading companies showed that they believed oveX'whe~­
ingly that the e:ffectiveness of management peX'sonnel de-
pends to a lal'ge extent upon ability in .oral communication. 
61 Whether it be in ordeX' giving, conferences, .instruction 
or just plaim. small talk, one has to know how ·to make one-
self understood. The al:'t of effective communication is 
. . . 
like salesmanship and selling, because these two aX'ts, 
"stripped of all mystery and magic and put in the plainest 
and simplest terms, aX'e conveX'sation and demonstration, -
conveX'sation to make a point - demonstX'ation to dX'ive the 
point home." 62 
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V. COMMUNICATION TECHNIQ.UES 
_A. Communication through Dem.onst:coation and Questions 
The reader shou~d mote that demonstration is a 
part of the communicatio~ process~ All too often, a boss 
will come out to his worker and say, "Here's ~ii.>job that 
must get out 1n a hurl:'y," an.d then walk away. No inquiry 
is made as to whethel:' the wol:'ker is familiar with the par-
ticular type of work, ol:' whether or not the wol:'ker can use 
any assistance. On the other hand, a good supervisor, in 
his pl:'ocess of communicating, might l:'eadily admit, "Tom., 
we 1ve got this job to do, and I guess we r 11 have to meet a 
due date of two months hence. I 1ve never done this same 
type of job before, but perhaps we can work on it together 
until we get started. n In this way, the worker accepts the 
supervisor's ordel:', and more often than not, has greater 
respect for him after the supervisor admits ignorance of a 
new job. Just a simple q~estion from the supervisor, such 
as, "What do you think of the pass ibility of finishing this 
job in three weeks?'' is enough to encourage response and 
participation on the part of the worker. Once the supervi-
sor learns to understand and listen and can thus communicate 
with feeling, he has mastered one of the skills necessary 
_for success in management •. The connnunication must be two-
way, however. Through much research, it has been proved to 
management that, "though the whip-cracker gets results tem-
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po!'al:'ily, the company pays a heavy p!'ice in abse:Qteeism, 
tuttnove!', g!'ievanoes, and a gene!'al collapse of mo!'ale 
which is soon reileoted in production." 63 
B. Management's Responsibility to Supel:'visol:'s 
Not only does the supe!'v;isol:' have a responsibility 
to himself to improve- his effectiveness through !'eading, 
schooling, trial and erl:'o!', and constant application; but 
management also has its responsibility to the supe!'viso:r. 
Management's job· may be a little difficult because one of 
the ways to develop supe:rvision is th:rough constant chang-
ing of !'esponsibili.t ies and· assignments, and oooasionally 
supe:rviso!'s resist the change as they become too satisfi:ed 
with their lot. Especially in enginee!'ing, it is very easy 
to b'ecome specialized and occupy a very small part of the 
company picture. . As others. have put it:. 
If men are expected to g:row and develop, 
they must be kept moving, even though · 
people by n~tu:re !'esist change. Basically 
speaking, the profe.ssional g!'oup needs the 
same kind of attention that other people 
need. The p:r ob lem of dittect ing p:rof es s ional 
people may not be with them as much as it is 
with their supe:rviso:rs. 64 
Through this changing process then men g!'ow and · 
develop into bette!' supettviso:Cs .' Only thttough mixing with 
people in different situations and providing human satis-
factions f:rom p:roduction and work relationships can a super-
visor hope to fulfill his whole :responsibility. 65 
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.. 
o. The Wo~ka~ and Motivation 
The New England Go~po~ationrilust also consider the 
. . 
worka~ who has to live with the bosses and take orders from 
them. . What does this·. group consider important with l'espact 
to themselves and their jobs? The. wi-iter. believes that it 
is basic to unders~and the worker's motivation before an 
affect-ive communication program can be cs.rl'ied out. For 
this reason, listed below are the fou~ things which should 
inte~est eva~yworkar~. The wo~k~~ may·be considel'ed as 
talking about his· job. and ·th.e environment. He sta~ts out 
by saying: 
These four things inte~est me in my job, con-
sciously or unconsciouslyday after day: 
Fi~st, I want an opportunity to do something 
of significance a.nd impo~tanaa as measu~ed by 
my own standa~ds. I want a· fai~ oppo~tunity 
to get ahead in my field, whatever it may be. 
I think that is true of almost everyone in 
the world, at least of avery normal," civilized 
human being. 
Second, I want l'ecognition. I don't want to 
bemedalled or to acquire a file-full of 
COJml1endations, but I want a job to do which 
will be recognized when well done; a job 
which is s.cco~ded. its'•prope.ra occupat :tonal 
status in the organization and which is "wired 
inton other corl'elative functions; and a job 
which recognizes my personal dignity as an 
individual.. These things cannot be written 
into a job description; but,' when I look at my 
job, I look for them just the same. 
Third, I want to belong. I am not a joiner, 
but still I want to belong to an o~ganization 
that is going places and is taking its people 
along with it. :t am frankly looking -for a 
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bandwagon; if I find one· to my liking, I 
will want to climb ~:>n board;. 
Fourth is security. My definition .for· 
"security" is the ability to plan ahead with 
confidence. I can· do that on the economic 
side because I am a civil servant. I can 
plan ahead financially with confidence •. 
This is ~alled economic security. 
There is however, .another kind :of security. 
I get emotional se~urity out of my .ability to 
plan ahead with confidence .in my relationship 
with my·hoss and with the organization fol:t 
which I work. I cannot work for a boss, who, 
on important policy mattel:'s, blows hot on . 
Tuesday, lukewarm on Wednesday, sideways on 
Thul:'sday, .and Friday wants to know why I'm 
not follo.wing the policjt. 66 
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Each of the supervisol's of ·The. New England Corpol:'a-
t ion should have. a copy of' the above close at ]+and so that 
he will remembel' 'IJVhat the. worke.x-s al:'e thinking. It should. 
assist him immeasul.'a.bly in· tailo:vin.g his communication p~o:-
' . . . . . ' . 
ceases t.o .fit the basic human needs, desires and wants •. 
It does not take much fox- the wol'kers to become 
discouraged and. dissatist~ed with cOm.mtinication techniques. 
One sucJ:l incident is th~ case . of a workel' being "put through 
. . . . 
the wringer" in f'l'ont of' other employees for .a mistake ol' 
omission on his pal:'t. . If thel'e is an:ything which will hurt 
the mol'ale ·of a worker,· it. is such a pUblic bel:'ating. ·For-
tunately this habit. is not too w'ide. spl'ead. If a supel'-
. · visol' is. "wol'th his salt", he should be constantly l'eappl:'ais- · 
:tng his techniques and .a'ttempting to ulive closer to his 
·people". The wolikel's' reaction to· abuse in: any form may 
.take the road br griping, or even outright aation to sabo-
tage the work effort. For the most part, The New England 
Corporation has very good working conditions ror its engin-
eers, but unfortunately .for management, 
••• the gripers are always there, top man-
agement should make no mistake about that. 
Even when policies are liberal, working con-
ditions good, and first-line aupe!tvisors 
competent, there will always be something to 
kick about. And in every group there will 
be someone to do the kicking. 6? 
D. Need for Human Relations in Communications 
Communication has become more than just telling 
. ' 
people facts. :Employee relat.ionships have taken on new as-
pects, and a deeper understanding of human motivation is 
very important to effective· communi.cation. Tul:"ning to the 
sul:"vey once again, is it. signi~iean'bethat engineel's have 
been getting progressively worse in the~ c.ommunication 
attitudes? The survey as·. indicated in Table III above 
shows that the engineers' attitude has changed for the 
worse oval:" the past four years. And for some reason the 
engineers are below the average Qf all other depal:"tments in 
percent favorable response. Is this .because there is not 
enough of the human relations element. on the part of super--: 
vision in the Engineering Depa.l:"tment? .In part, this ma.y.be 
true because the very natul:"e of engineers makes them pe:tthaps 
less gregarious than, say, per~onnel relations men or sales-
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men• The engineel:'' s job .is vel:':y demanding ·and usually 
quite detailed, whereas the salesman's job is just the opp-
osite. Dealing with people demands l:'espect for their unique-
ness and individuality. 
They have to be listened to-and understood 
betore they can be made to understand, and 
often feelings and sentiments prove more 
potent as detel:'m:1.nan.ts of' behaviol:' than · 
logic and reason. It follows that "listen-
ing'' to people is as important as "telling" 
them, and at times .much mol:'e so. 68 · 
Actually listening is an art ·in itself and can be an impol:'t-
ant pal:it of communiaation. Just sitting back and allowing 
someone to "blast. off" can be very helpful. In intel:'viewing 
f'ol:' instance, the object is to obtain as much infol:'mation as 
possible .fl:'om the person intel:'viewed. The technique used 
mostly by the intel:'viewel"s is "listening" with an occasional 
"pl"od" if the bxreaks in the communication process are too 
long. The npl:'ods" are genel:'ally open questions which are 
not readily answered by "yes n· or nno", ·as it is this type 
of question that keeps the communiaation altlve. One may 
test his own listening habits by taking the Listene!'' s 'Quiz 
l:'eproduced as Exhibit V. 
E. Supe!'system::and Subsystems 
Like other organizations, the Engineering Depart-
ment is made Up of many gl:'oups of people With differing 
needs, likes, habits, etc. It is not a homogenous group 
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EXHIBIT V 
LISTENER t S QUIZ 
Few vi~tues a~e mo~e p~ized and less p~acticed 
listening. This checklist, though by no means 
will help you gauge yo~ own listening habits. 
swe~ each question objectively. 
When taking pa~t in an inte~view 
o:to g~oup conference, do you: 
1. Prepare youl:'self physically. by 
sitting faoing the speaker, and 
making s~e you can hear? 
2.. Watch the speaker as well as 
listen to him? 
3. Decide from the speaker's appear-
ance and delivery whether or not 
what he has to say is worthwhile? 
4. Listen primarily fo~ ideas and 
unde~lying f'eelings1 
5. Determine your own bias, if any, 
and try to allow for it? 
6. Keep your mind on what the speak-
a~ is saying? . 
7. . Interrupt immediately .1f you hear 
a statement you feel is w~ong? 
8. Make sure before. answering that 
you've taken in the othe~ per-
son's point of view? 
9 • Try to have the last· wo:rd? 
10. Make a conscious effort to evalu-
ate the logic and c.~edibility of· 
what you hea:r? 
Usually 
0 
D 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
than good 
complete, 
Try to an-
Some-
times 
0 
0 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
Seldom 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Sco~e you:rself as follows: Questions 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10: 
10 points fo:r "Usually 11 , 5 .fo:r "Sometimes", 0 for "Seldom". 
Questions 3, 7, 9: 0 for. rrusually"., 5 points fo~ "Some-
times", 10 f'o~ "Seldom";. . · · 
If your sc.o:re is below 70, you have developed some bad 
listening habits; 70-85, you listen well hut could improve; 
90 or above, you are an excellent listener. 
Source: Dooher, Joseph M.:: Effective Communication on the 
Job. New York, American Management Association, 
1956. P• ~3. 
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but rather a heterogenous one, some ot the groups present 
being asfollows: 
Fraternal. Groups, i.e. Elks, Kiwanis 
School Gl:ooups, i•e. Northeastern, Dartmouth 
Depal:ttment Groups 
Old. Timel'S 
arid each of the groups has its own communications system. 
In pictorial form, the groups may be :r-epresented· as in 
Exhibit VI, which. shows the· triangular supersystem which 
would be the whole Engineering Department. It is in rela-
ticmship to the engineering triangle that the other organ-
izations take their form. For instance, within the Engin-
eel'ing Department there are social groups, locality groups, 
and union groups, each one of which is an organizational 
unit by itself with its communication system. Yet, basic-
ally it is part of the s.ame supersystem. Where the 
separate groups overlap the area ofthe supersystem, the 
basic needs or behavior patterns of both are similar enough 
to pe.ttmit the accomplishment of work. . This overlapping re-
lationship is· illustrated very nicely in Exhibit VII which 
shows three dist inc~ behavior groups. They are: 
1. Supersystem behavior that is rejected by, 
or othe.ttwise does not conform to, the 
behaviol' patterns of the subsystems. 
2. Al:'ea where diffel'ent behavior patterns 
overlap-and coalesce well enough to permit 
the accomplishment of work. 
3. Subsystem behavior that is rejected by, or 
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EXHIBIT VI· 
SUPERSYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEMS - GROUPS. 
Figure 23 
A. Aia. overlapping social group. 
B. A rank-skill gl:'oup ~ 
C. The "old timers". 
D. A locality group .. 
E. An internal social ,clique.· 
F. A union group. : 
6 The supel:'system 
ol:' pl:'oducing, distri-. 
btiting or service 
ol?ga.nization. 
~· .In:f'ot-mal ot-gani-
zations and subsystems 
coexisting with the 
supersystem. 
Source: Redfield, Charles E.: Commu.nicat ioris in Management. 
Univel:'sity of Chicago Press, 1953. p. 239. 
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EXHIBIT VII 
SUPERSYSTEM AND SUBSYSTEMS - BEHAVIOR AREAS 
Supersystem 
Subsystem behaviol:' that is 
.!'ejected by, or othel:'wise 
does ~ot conf'orm to, the 
behavior patterns of' the 
supersystem• 
, Supel:'system behaviol:' that is 
!'ejected by, ol:' otherwis~ 
. does not co:nf'orm to, the be-
havior pattel:'ns of' the sub-
systems. 
Area.where dif'f'erent 
behavior patterns over-
lap and coalesce well 
eRough to permit the 
accomplishme•t of work • 
.J.----
·Figuife 24 
Source: Redf'ield, Charles E.: Communications in Management. 
U~iversity of' Chicago Press, 1953. p. 240. 
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othe~wise does not conform to, the be-
havio~ patterns of the supersystem. 69 
Fo~tunately there is an area of agreement in behavio~ group 
. #2 above. But one can ~appl:'eciate the difficulty of "beam-
ingn·commUl).ioations at each of the groups and geared to be 
adequate f'o~ all •. ·.It is not an easy problem. 
The old timers· are shown wholly within the super-
system on Exhibit VI, but could well be members of outside 
social groups also. 
F. Lasting Impressions 
In the Engineer in:g Department· of' The New England 
Corporation the.re is no union. group as such, but some of' 
the pe:r-sonnel have come in f'~om the field~ These people ' 
have g~own up unde.r communications of another depa.rtment, 
gnd so tend to carry with them any dissatisfactions, pre-
. judices, or favorable attitudes which they· may have built 
up over the yea.rs •. Definitely, former imp~essions could 
have a bearing on the survey .results. If. the attitudes and 
impressions were good, then this fact should help the l:'e-
sults; and convel'aely, .if they were bad., then the survey 
. . . . . 
would reflect the poor attitude which the pel:'sonnel re-
tained as a carry-ova!' f!'om forme!' ·departments. As the· 
writer has stated earlier, it is very .difficult to. erase im-
pl:'es.sions that have been made on people. 
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G. Flow of Communications 
Most of the. communication is downwal:'d in dil:'ect ion 
and takes the :f'ol."m of: 
a. Ordel:'s, P?licies, and pl:'odedUl:'es. 
b. General infol:'matio~. 
c. O~ganizational 
.d. Methods. 
Perhaps the first three types of .communication al:'e the most 
- . . . 
impol:'tant, and fl:'om what the wi'itel:' has been able to ob-
serve, pl:'actically nothing rs left out. Whethel:' the mat-
el:'ial is written or ol:'a.l, it is .given to each supel:'visol:', 
- . . . . 
and he in tul:'n fol:'Wards the same· down the line of organi-
zation. As pictured in Exhibit VIII, each level of super-
vision is in contact with the next higher as well as the 
next lowel:'. level. So also, the supervisol:'S on the same 
~eval a:re ··in contact. This inte:rlocking l:'esult.s in a 
stl:'ong chain. of command. and makes available a wealth of in-
formation to _all membel:'s of the chain. Gen.ere.lly speaking, 
lines of communication al:'e strictly adhei'ed to, and nor-
mally a supe:rviso:r may write in any direction,• up, down, 
ol:' sideways.~ provided that it is to the next level only. 
And this pl:'actioe does seem a· sensible one in that ·every-
one is thus infol:'med-. How-ever, as in evel:'ythiri:g else which 
involves people, sometimes things do go· wrong.· One forgets, 
- . 
omits, loses, or adds bits of infottmation which may dis-
tol:'t the everyd-ay communications -pictu:re. Theoretically at 
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EXHIBIT VIII 
--·---~--,_ 
• < c::·-...._, 
.r.:~~~C~:: <~.· ~· ::~ 
INTERLOCKING DISCUSSION GROUPS 
sou~ce: Staff Manual - Job Imp~ovement• A P~og~am to 
Imp~ove the Ope~ation of the Work Team, by 
.Bell Telephone. System. pp. 8-9. 
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least, if eve~yone follows the chain of command, the info~­
mat ion should get down to the wo~ke~. 
All information does not have to qe transmitted 
down the line, but enough to satisfy the needs of the indi-
vidual groups. The writer has kept ~eco~ds as to what 1n-
fo~mation passed th~ough his hands and has ~ep~oduced below 
the major items. One glance should convince the ~eada~ 
that not much 1nfo~ation is omitted. 
Articles, Bulletins, Notes, Pamphlets & Lette~s 
Should we be the landlo~d o~ the· tenant? 
. . . 
Notes of the General Pubiic-Personnel 
Relat·ions Committee Meeting 
Readiness to Serve Report 
Hospital Closed C~cuit Netwo~k 
·ope~ation Ga~bage Can 
O~ganizat ional Changes 
Radio Info~mation 
. Enginee~ing EnploymEmt P~acticas Newsletter 
News Bullet in 
·* Public Affairs Bulletin 
company o~gan 
Business Condit ions in our Tel:'~itory 
. . . 
Notes of the Area Public-Personnel Relations 
Committee Meeting · 
* Bulletin contains the following: "While the d~eet dis-
tribution of this Public Af:f'afrs Bulletin is to manage-
ment people, each supe~visol:' should feel free to ciltcu-
late and discuss the contents of this bulletin With all 
employees." 
Backgl'ound :fol" Management 
Publ~c Personnel Relations Pl"ogram :for 1960 
-- . 
:Program Conf'eroence Notes 
IBEW O.t'ganizational Lettel:' 
Plant Ehgineel:' ing News Letter 
The. Kipli:n.ge:r Washington ~ett er -
-AIEE B~llet in-
Condensed Summaroy o:f Earnings- ·and Expenses 
Condensed Balance Sheet 
Lette.:rt on AV'erage Costs 
Schedules or Conversio,ns -
Building Schedules 
:Price List Changes_ 
Personal Notes o:f O:f:fice Activities 
Items o:f Current Interest in Operations ..,. 
Engineering - Marketing 
Salas Bulletin 
Status Report- Maroket and Product-Trials 
, -- Telephone F_acilities in :Pre:fab).'>icated Homes 
. . . . 
Journal o:f the Engineering Societies o:f 
New England 
Business Conditions Letter 
Recol'd o:f Meeting • Management and International 
Ex:ecutive ·Council _ 
Safety Bullet in 
As can be seen :from the list, most of the information is 
genel'al and o:rganizational~ The other two types of down-
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ward communication, 1) orders, policies, p!'ocedures, and 
2) method~, are vital to the job and must be communicated 
if prog!'ess is tu be made • About the only areas for 1m-
' ' . .. ' 
provement b,ere might be interpl'etation, explanation, demon-
stration and discussion back and f'o!'th. among· all parties 
. c9ncerned. Perhaps these areas are about as important to 
' ,·. . . . 
effective communication as any others and open t~e way fol' 
:Pal'ticipation on the part .of' the wor.ketos, i.e., involves 
two-way communication. 
H. Two-Way qonnn.utl.ica-pion 
In ord.er to be suecessf'ul and effective, any ad.~ 
ministitative. communicat,ion system must be two-way. This .in-
volves pl'oviding a channel betw9;en the workers and ~heir 
· supel'Visol's to all expression of id~as, suggesticilns, gl'ipes 
or any othel' pertinent inform.a.tic>n which the wot-ker wishes 
to rrget off. his chest n• 
,The -~portance of com.municating upWal'ds cannot be 
. . . 
. . 
·. ovet-emphasized. It .is ·tru:>ough the: '9oSe of' t-epot-ts,. for ex-
ample' that the _engineers can apply theil'. special talents 
. . . . .. 
. . . ' 
and transmit thei:io conclusions up. the line to thai!' super-
iors. Reporting is not only iriform.ational to the one re-
ceiving it, but also helps .to fulfill the crea_tive n_eed. 
Thus the engineetts feel as though they are contributing to 
.the management decision in rup.ning the col"porate enterprise 
through the reports they submit • When asked opinions or 
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suggestions, here also is a chance for the engineers to com-
municate upwards. 
·Exhibit IX shows the process of a two-way system 
of eommunieation in:volving the results of the last manage-
ment.attitude survey. Initially, the results of the survey 
were made available to the officers and Depa:totment Heads of 
The New England Corporation, and then, through discussion 
and conferences, the information was passed down the line. 
On finally reaching the engiri,eering employees, more dis-
cussion resulted, with the causes, needs and suggestions of 
the employees filtering upwards to the top level of manage-
ment. Once again, there are high level conferences, and 
decisions are :tna.de as to any changes and/or communications 
·.that should be look~d· into.·. ·This final .action is aimed at 
helping the overall al:'ea of dissatisfaction whatever it may 
be, and supe:r-vision should direct theil:' efforts to maintain-
ing this· healthy working atmosphere as pal:'t of their :r-espon-
sibility. 
The ~ational Association of Manut'act:urers has the 
following to. say about two-way communication: 
When an executive tries ·to synchronize the 
diverse contributions of his associates and 
subol:'dinates, he do~s not limit c9m.t1'1Unication 
to the minimum of factual infol:tmat ion, nor 
give· it at the last possible moment. He 
takes into accriunt the facts: 
1) That communicat :ton is incomplete 
unless it is a joirit process, 
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EXHIBIT IX 
. TWO-WAY SYSTEM OJ.i' COMMUNICATION 
· Soul"Oe: · Staff Manual.- Job Imp!toveme:m.t. ·. A· P:ttogt-am to 
Improve the Operation of' the Wo.ttk Team, by Bell 
Telephone System.. pp. 8-9. 
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2) That the .quality of communication 
up the ·line is lal"gely ·. det el"m:hled 
'by the t im:tng, tone, and amount 
of. communication that goes down 
the line; and · -
3) That two-way· communication not 
only links top management with the 
wol"k level, but should also be de-
signed to allow f'or verification 
of· the immediate l:'esponse ·at each 
intel"mediary level. 
Only if f'l:'ee communication is invited from 
evel"y. level within. the entel"pl"ise, --can 
there be exp:t"ession of meaning as a whole 
by all who a:tie. in a posit ion to contribute 
·to ol:'ganizational efficiency. 70 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
A· General 
The results of the survey of The New England Co:r-
poration seem to indicate that there is a definite communi-
cations problem present in the Engineering Department, 
taken as a whole. This does not mean that each branch of 
the Engineering Department or each _area or Division has a 
problem. On the contrary, as Table II· indicated, at least 
two areas of' the Company appear to have a better communica-
tions attitude than the ave:rage .for the whole Engineering 
DeJ;>al'tment. And so it is with other smaller divisions of 
the Company. This may mean, then, that there a:r:ae both good 
and bad areas of' communications. Bu:t still the engineering 
results did not compare .favo.t~a'bly with the all-department 
a.ve.t~age fo.t~ the Company ove.t~ a f'our.year- period. It would 
seem that the unfavorable tr-erid will oont inue if' steps are 
not taken .to. corr-ect.whatever may have oaused the poor-
showings on the su:r:avey • 
.Perhaps. one may question the ioesults of the sux--
vey. As has .been pointed out, surveys are very tricky 
tools and must be used with caution. Each area has. to be 
investigated befo):'e any general conclusions are drawn. But 
. . . 
the wx-iter- has also heard many rumblings of unhappiness and 
. discontent in his daily e'ontaot .with other members of the 
Department. The reasons given for discont ant are varied, 
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and they l'un all the -w~y fl'om,. "No one tells me ari.ything1 n 
to "The· supel'vis ion is Ve'JJy pool'. Talk a.b out a human xoe-
lations progl'aml That 1 -s all it is, just talk~ Management 
·never: bothers to follow up or try to. improve conditions." 
Actually, these a.re single conditions a~ viewed by indivi-
duals and they may_ormay not have any foundation-. If one 
. . 
can- say, "Where ther.e' s smoke. there's · fil'e, ''.then pel'haps. 
the Engineel'ing Depa:ratm.ent ~omnru.nications can be ilripl'oved. 
The.!'e al'e .many indications of management 1 s t:ry1ng. 
~ 
to impl'ove conditions thl'fough .its nevel:'.:..ending tl'aining 
programs. Every level of supervision is.accorded a chance 
to improve his !fole as supel:'V'isor, whethel' it be as a newly 
appoin.ted.supe:t>visor Ol' as a seasoned manage!' who is oon-
t inuously lea:raning how to handle people. What may happen, 
howevel', is that those attending the training sessions just 
. . . . . . . 
do not abso:rb the material,. or they .teei "it won't wo:rk back 
on the job. 
· Just as il:p.pol't ant is the t emperam.ent of. super-
vis ion and t.hat of the wol'kers • If the people involved 
hav.e a long histo:t>y of defeat in their attempts to get a-
head in the business, then this fact. will have a bearing on 
their connnunicati.ons outlook. It is very difficult to have 
other than the "I-view" o;r:- the "what 1 s in it for mei?" atti-
tude. Self.,.p!'esel:'Vatio:rt. is·a very st!'ong iiistinct, and 
this. area may. cause· ol' pl'om.ote some communication ditfi~ .. 
culties. 
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Higher management, it seems to the writer, has 
given to the supervisory personnel adequate infol:'lnation and 
the tools with which to handle most communication problems. 
How_ the information is passed along and what explanations 
are handed down to the wol'kel:'s themselves isnthe job l:'espon-
sibility of all the middle supervisol:'y personnel. It is 
perhaps in the pl:'ocess of t.xaansmitting communiaations fl:'om 
one level down to the next that much of its ef:f'ectiveness 
:ts lost. 'What finally reaches the wol'ker is going to shape 
his attitude towards supervision and thus towards communi-
aation. 
B. Management's Responsibilitz 
Management's l:'esponsibility in the area of co.mmuni~ 
cations should perhaps start with the selection of its team 
and the administration o:r· a continuing training praog.xaam to 
insure an effective communications relationship with its 
wol:'kers. · The selection of its team is_ all-important, for 
it is the supervisors who are responsible for carrying out 
higher management· decisions. 
The New England Corporation is a large organiza-
tion operating throughout the New England territory, and it 
has over one thousand engineers with whom to communicate. 
This tremendous task involves a vast amount of paperwork 
and coordination through supervision .. - With so much resting 
on the individual supervisor, then, higher management should 
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make as good a selection as possible. Perhaps human l:'ela-
- . . . ' 
tiona should be practiced mol'e in the Engineel:'ing Depal't-
ment .. S~nce theDepa.:tttment·c~nsists mostly of men, some 
supel:'visors may feel.that a "Goodmol:oningn is not necessary. 
Men are noted for their maturity and hardly need a "pat on 
·the back" every day in order to perform their work, but su-
pervision can just as easily make the extra effort to reward 
good wol'k and apply some of the "tried and true" human rela-
tions principles. A smile goes a long way. 
In .addition to pel'haps being more. ~onscious of 
.the human relations a$pect, higher management should attempt 
to live closer to its workers. Some areas o.f the Engineer-
.• 
ing Department have a boss who chats with his workers eve'i!y 
day. IJ:Ih!9re a:r:'e other areas whel'e the boss is closeted in 
his billet behind a ·desk full· of paperwo!'k. In general 1 
the workers like to get to know the man they work for 1 and 
this can be don:e through informal conferences, parties, ·or 
just walks through the work area. Not all of the operating 
areas of The New England Co:ttporation. are the same. s.ize, and 
. . . .. . '.· . ' 
the problem. therefore is ·diffel'artt for each of them. By and 
large, .the smaller the g.ttoup, th~ better< the morale and com:-
munication. With the larger groups a· supervisor would have 
a more difficult tinie .. of it maintaining good communication 
. . 
with h'is workers' but i.f the head supervisor has good middle 
supervision on his team, the connnunicat.ion program could 
still pe handled quite .effectively. 
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Highe.tt management should also attempt to find out 
what theil:" wo.ttkers wish to kri.ow 1n the way of communication. 
Not only might this help management locate a possible 
t.ttouble a.ttea, but it may also enable management to save some 
money. Papal:" wo.ttk costs money, and the:r-e may be mate.ttial 
passed along as communication that .tteally intel'ests ve.tty 
few. At least, .ttest.tticted dist.ttibution may be the answer 
to some savings. On the othe:r- side -of' th~ coin, maybe not 
enough info.ttmation is getting to the wo:r-kers. For instance, 
have the first and second line supervisors ever been told 
what information should be passed along to. the workers? 
Pe.t-haps not, and thus some workers .mayl!'W'b be getting the 
communications they need. 
Information on ever-y subject is available for dis-
. tribution,. and ultimately it rests with the l:'esponsible 
supervisors to see that· their workers· receive as ln'lj.ch as is 
necessal'y to f'ulf'i;Ll their .connnuhication needs. Ti,ming_ is 
of importance on mariy subjects also. For_ instance, .when an 
announcement is to be made concerning a change in organiza-
tion, an effol:'t should be made, by supel'vision to dist.taibute 
the inf'ol:'mation simultaneously. In some cases it is not 
until long afte.ta the change takes place that the wol'kel's 
. . . 
are notified. Admittedly, highel:' management cannot always 
beat the g.raapev:i.ne in making a· f'ol:'mal announc amant, but at 
least they should attempt to do so. 
Management has the l:'esponsibility of helping to 
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satisfy the needs of the WO!'kers .on the job • Adequate job 
information and tl:'aining sh'ould be p!'ovided so that the en-
gineel:'s can do their wo.ttk in an efficient _mannel:'. It may 
not always be possible to give all of the training necessary 
but a continuing· training program should be in effeet. Of 
necessity the engineel:'s will learn by doing the job, as 
there is no better teache!' than experience. As mentioned 
before, however, training is a continuous process and is 
only as good as the use to which supervision puts it. 
There is not much benefit obtt:tined from attending a "Clear 
Writing" course designed to simplify- and aid communications 
when the techniques and methods are promptly forgotten when 
back on the job. Each situation is different, however, and 
·change takes time., Once supervision gets "set in its ways», 
. . 
it is very diff:icu1t _to ·inject changes. Thus higher manage-
ment should impress on its supervisors the benefits of 
flexibility. When new ideas and techniques are available 
and appear to offer advantages. over the old systems, then 
higher management might explore the possibility of using 
them •. Management has the power and the authority to admin-
istel:' ~ efficient· communications program in all di:i:tections. 
They must be the ·initiato:.&s and at least hold open the dool:' 
to a:ny . suggest ions which· may be helpful in the future.· 
While management cannot change what has taken place in the 
past, it can shape what may happen in the future, and the 
workel:'s must look to supervision to satisfy their communi-
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cation needs. 
c. Worker 1 s Responsibility 
Management must rely on its employees to tell the 
supervisors when things are not well. Sometimes super-
vision is too far removed ~rom the actual job to know what 
some of the problems are, and it is up to the workers to 
tell them. Communication problems don.tt get solved when 
workers merely talk and g:Z.ipe· among themselves. Someone in-
authority must be. told the facts in order that co.t"rective 
action may be taken.· This is more easily _said than done 
b·ecause the worke'i's are not generally· in favor of complain-
ing to their b6~ses. They don•_t mind griping among them-
selves or writing. in comments on a survey where their anon-
ymity is maintained and they remain unlmown to higher man-
. . . 
agement. But this process is very. slow. If the workers 
wait fo:r _the survey to roll by -every two years to make 
suggest ions, then a lot of time is lost. Thus the workers 
should feel fre~ to . trtalk upn and at least in~o~ mariage-
ment how and what they are thinking. Actuall'Y', it is pal:'t 
of-supervision's responsibility to encou~age suggestions so 
that· management may be awal:'e of any p.ttoblems. Onc.e the 
oppol."tunity exists for the workers to pass along theil." 
feelings to highel:' management, they should.do so. Suggest-
ion box p.ttog.ttams are sometimes ve.tty effective, but the:v al-
so have drawbacks. Pe.tthaps even mo.tte problems- would be 
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,· 
created with a suggestion box system, but ethel' companies 
have used them with val'ying degrees o! success • 
. Wol'ke.rs are sometimes too prone to cl'iticize the 
. . 
commu.nications pl:'og.ram~ and unless the criticism is con-
st.ructive, perhaps the engineers should refrain from com-
plaining. They should be realistic also, and tinderstand 
that the job environment is not exactly like their own hames 
.and that compromises have to be made. Management must not 
be the only one to give or bend a little. Communication is 
a two-way p~oposition and, to be effective, requil:'es the 
help of the worke.r as well as that of management. 
D. Recommendations 
The writer believes that management r s stated poli-
cies concerning the f.ollow:-up o.f .the survey results should 
be carried out by all levels of supervision. There is deep 
concern as to the apparent poor showing of the Engineel'ing 
Department as a whole, and highel' management has given full 
authol'ity for the different supel'vis ory levels to cal'ry out 
its plans. The present Public-Pel'sonnel Relations Meetings 
should be continued,· with emphasis placed on obtaining the 
"pulsen of' the workers. . A great deal of information has 
come from these meetings, .and both management and the work-
eX's have benefited by them. · .. Distribution lists should be 
checked to determine if the information is being channeled 
propel'ly. Perhaps some scheduled discussions by higher man- · 
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. agement with the vaxrious levels ·of supetrvision should b~ 
agxreed upon to insure proper :li'ollow-up of the survey re-
sults. If there is insufficient information going up the 
line, then pet-haps higher management should encouxrage the 
engineering groups to "speak up" and make suggestions. In 
anY' event, the eott.u:nunication· process shOU:ld be kept as a 
two-waY' opexration, giving equal opportunity for participa-
tion by highexr management, its supervisors, and the engin-
- ' . . 
eexrs themselves. The task is not an easY' one because in _anY' 
area whel:'e people are concel;'ned, the social sciances al:'e in-
volved,· and this means that the human .:ttelations aspect of 
the job cannot be slighted. The supervisors must get to 
know theil:' people and their wants and needs, bY' living 
close to them. And th.e listening technique explained iD. the 
study is very effective i:ri turning up some trouble spots. 
Supervisors should thus learn to listen and evaluate what 
they hear. With a good human relations approach to the job 
of mainta1ni!J.g an effective administrative communication 
pl:'ogram, and a properly selected staff of supervision, The 
New England Corpol,'ation should receive th.e full cooperation 
of its employees. Bet tel:' morale, improve·d ·working condi-
tions, and more efficient production shot1ld result in ad-
. vantages to both management and its wo:r.-kers. 
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APPENDIX 
Explanation: The following OUtline for Presenting Survey 
Data was presented to supervisory personnel of' The New 
· England Corporation to assist them. in following a "tried and 
true" method ()f' conducting a Survey Results Conf'erence~ .· 
AN OUTLINE FOR PRESENTING SURVEY DATA 
1. • IDENTIFY MAJOR HEADINGS 
. . . 
2. IDENTIFY BENCHMARK .. ( 100 LINE) on Survey Resu:J_t s Form 
3. ASK FOR QUESTIONS 
4 • . POINT OUT : 
Relationship of' Group to Department (bl'ief'ly) · 
Relationship of' Gl'oup to System (briefly) 
Group's. own Results (focus on this) 
Genex-al Attitude · · 
Specific Attitude 
5. LEI' GROUP. STUDY THEIR RESUIJrS 
6. ASK FOR QUESTIONS 
Encoux-agediscussion 
The next part of' the intl'oduct ory meeting is the 
major one. Here you will encourage the gx-oup to discuss 
why they feel as they do. (Tx-y to avoid discussions of' the 
way survey questions ax-e worded; such discussions ax-e 
likel:y to be unproductive.). 
Later, you·will find useful discussion techniques 
to help you do this- job.. Meanwhile, hel:'e ax-e some opening 
1'emarks which may be useful· faX' this pax-t a:f the discussion. 
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AN OUTLINE FOR PRESENTING SURVEY DATA-- Continued 
THE SURVEY CONFERENCE 
Once again, ~ your ~ words. 
Well, now we can see how we feel about various 
cQnditions 1n our organization. 
We see how we compare to the ant ire depal'tment. 
We see how.we compare to s~ilar groups throughout the Com-
pany. We have seen what satisfies us most about working 
here, and we have ·seen what satisfies us least. 
This -is a good beginning. But it's l'lot enough. 
By this I. mean that this data tells us how we f'eel in our 
-
group. But it doesn't te.ll us why we feel this way. Nor 
does it tell us what to do to improve our job situation. 
~ ......... --. . 
To do these last two johs will be our most important objec-
tive at this and f'uture meetings. 
To do these. jobs, I would like to ask f'or your 
help. You are the people who f'illed out the questionnaires. 
And only you know why you f'eel the way you do. In addition, 
you may have soma_suggestions. 
Of' course, in discussing your ideas, we must be 
l'ealistie. · There will be some things that we ~ do, and 
some things that we can't do. There will be things that we 
.,..----
can do right ~, and things that we might be able to ac-
complish a little later E.!!• There will be things which are 
within our authority to col:'rect, and ethel's that are not. 
Go ahead and complain, provided the problem con~ 
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AN OUTLINE FOR PRESENTING SURVEY DATA - 0 Olat im.ued 
THE SURVEY OONFERENOE 
ce:rns something which you silacai'ely feel should be coi'i'ected. 
My job will be to listen. 
Finally, the:re ai'e two mo:re things~ I should me:ra.-
tion.. 
The fii'st is that the ideas you talk about need 
not be yoUi' own. This is impo:rtant. The situation you de-
sci'ibe meed not apply to you. If you thiE.k you know how 
ethel?s feel, by all meaN.s tell us about it. 
The second is that I want to ask sa.meone fi'om the 
gi'oup to act as "sec:retai'y". At subsequent meetings we'll 
ask othel?s to do this. 
The idea is to keep notes of what we talk about, 
and these ai'e the g:round :rules foX' the seci'etai'y. 
a. Don't ideJat ify the speake:rs. 
b. Be bi'&ef. 
c. Reco:rd the true flavor of what is said. 
Don't sterilize the language. 
~ future weeks - with the help of these notes -
we can i'efrash oui' minds on what we talked about today. 
Also, I•ll be able to i'eview these notes after each meeting 
aad sea if I can tl?anslate some of yoUi' suggestions imto 
action. 
(Obtain a voluntee:r o:r appoint a sec:reta:r:oy for 
this meetb.g.) 
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AN . OUTLINE FOR PRESENTING SURVEY DATA - 0 ont inued 
. THE SURVEY 0 ONFERENOE 
Now; al:'e thel:'e any questions? 
Soul:'ee: Job Im.pl:'ovement · .... Leadel:' 1 s Guide. . New England Tela-
phone and Te.legl:'aph Company, 1959. pp. 14-16. 
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BENEFITS OF THE' SURVEY 
I 
A LOOK Arp, THE FUTURE 
' ;; ' 
By following the p~ocedu~es contained in this man-
ual, you will lea.ttn more about how you~ people feel ab_out 
i 
thei:r:' jobs, their company,r and the way they a:re supe~vised. 
J 
And most fmpo~tant you will learn why they feel as they do. 
. . ! . 
Conducting thea~ meetings will give you an oppo~-
' tunity to take a: pe~s()nal, invento~Y. of you~self as a boss. 
It will not only show how! you can do a better job, but also· 
the impact of you~ own l~ade~ship. on your people. 
Some of the op~ions expl:'essed in youl' meeting · 
; 
will indicate that youl' people feel the need fol' mol'e in-
: 
formation l'ega~ding compkny plans, policies and objectives·. 
In order to. co:mmu.n.icate !this info~ation to you~ people you 
' I 
' 
will need t 6 lea~n the subject tho!!oughly you~self. You 
will also have s. means br imp.tt_o'V'ing· youl' skill as a super-
! 
visol' by eff'ectively pa,ssing the info.t'mation on to your 
people. 
, 
But conduct~g t~ese meetings with youl' people is 
, 
only the beginning. ~at you al'e really trying to achieve 
. is s. good solid relationship between yourself and you~ 
I 
people. The kind. of lelationship that ca,r.tties with it youl' 
I .· . . 
. ~espect and cons iderat; ion f'ol' yout* people 1 and their :respect 
. i 
, 
. and conside~ation fori you. This process should sta~t in 
I 
' 
the group meetings an¢! gradually carry over into eve~yday 
individual contacts on the job. 
i 
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i 
With this kind of: undel:'standing between you and 
youl:' subordinates th~l:'e .is :evel:'y reason to expect that the 
overall job of your group will improve. This improvement 
should be l'eflected in you.f results as well as. in the find-
; 
ings bf.the next opinion survey. Your people will.reflect 
growing interest and enthui~ iasm in their wol:'k. And so will 
I 
you" I 
i 
Ga.lil.eo once said, -"You can't teach· a man any-
thing. You can only help! him to find it within himself. n 
. . I 
This is your golden oppor:tunity to find it within your_self'. 
Good Luck. 
· Souroe: Supe.t-visor' s !Instruction Manual for Conducting 
Su:r:avey Confe):lenoe i entitled Job Improvement· -
Leade.t-.' s Guide • New England Telephone &: Tele-
g.t-aph 0 ompan.y, 1959 • · p. 26 • 
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